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The Independent Living Movement:
Where We’ve Been, Where We’re Going
Agenda
All Times Eastern
2:15

Distribute and review handout materials

2:30

Discuss the following questions:

3:00
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
4:30

•

Is it contradictory for people with disabilities to demand both civil rights
and specialized services?

•

How did/does the Independent Living movement both parallel and differ
from other civil rights and disability rights movements in the United States
and worldwide?

•

How have public policies and services supported and/or hindered
Independent Living for people with disabilities?

Teleconference Begins
Welcome and Introduction
History of the First CIL
Question & Answer Session
Passing of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act
The 1992 Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act
Independent Living Philosophy
o the reframing of "disability" as a social and political, rather than simply a
medical and rehabilitative, problem;
o the shift in priorities from correcting individuals to reforming society;
o the assertion that the necessary means for social participation and
integration, whether devices and services or access and accommodations,
should be enforceable civil rights rather than dispensations of charity;
Question & Answer Session
o the contests for power with professionals and bureaucrats;
o the quest for both individual and collective empowerment and selfdetermination.
Question & Answer Session
Fill out your evaluation forms and return them to the NCIL office
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Julia Sain has been working at Programs for Accessible living in Charlotte, NC
since 1984. She has been a Peer Counselor's Assistant, ADA/Advocacy Coordinator,
Assistant Director, Interim Director, and, currently, Executive Director. Over the years
Julia has performed many training activities for consumers, business leaders,
government personnel, human resource professionals, and CIL staff and Board
members. She is a sign language interpreter and founder of the local chapter of
Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID). Julia has been the Executive Director of PAL
since September 1997. Since that time she has been active with the Southeastern
Center Directors Association, Region IV's coalition of center directors. She has held the
offices of Secretary and Vice-President and President. Julia is serving her second
appointment to the NC SILC.
Julia Sain
Executive Director
Programs for Accessible Living
5801 Executive Center Drive, Suite 101
Charlotte, NC 28212

Phone: 704-537-0550 (V/TTY)
Toll free: 1-800-755-5749
Fax: 704-566-0507

Paul Longmore, Professor of History and Director of the Institute on Disability
at San Francisco State University, specializes in Early American history and the history
of people with disabilities. He earned his Ph.D. at the Claremont Graduate School and
his B.A. and M.A. at Occidental College. Longmore has also written articles in scholarly
journals and newspapers on themes related to the history of people with disabilities and
their contemporary civil rights struggle. With Lauri Umansky, he co-edited The New
Disability History: American Perspectives (New York University Press, 2001), an
anthology of essays, and is co-editing a book series, The History of Disability, for NYU
Press. A collection of his writings, Why I Burned My Book and Other Essays on
Disability, was published by Temple University Press in 2003. He has been interviewed
regarding disability-related issues on ABC's Nightline, ABC's World News Tonight,
NBC's Today, and NPR's Weekend Edition, as well as in The Los Angeles Times, The
New York Times, The Washington Post, McCall's, and TV Guide. He has obtained
grants from the National Endowment for the Humanities to conduct a Summer Institute
on Disability Studies, the National Institute of Disability and Rehabilitation Research to
examine the impact of disability studies curricula, and the U.S. Department of Education
to direct a mentoring project to facilitate the transition of students with disabilities from
college to careers.
Paul K. Longmore
Professor
Department of History
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132

Phone: 415-338-6498 or 415-338-3382
Fax: 415-338-7539 or 415-338-0952
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ABOUT ILRU
The Independent Living Research Utilization (ILRU) Program was established in 1977
to serve as a national center for information, training, research, and technical assistance
for independent living. In the mid-1980’s, it began conducting management training
programs for executive directors and middle managers of independent living centers in
the U.S.
ILRU has developed an extensive set of resource materials on various aspects of
independent living, including a comprehensive directory of programs providing
independent living services in the U.S. and Canada.
ILRU is a program of TIRR, a nationally recognized, free-standing rehabilitation facility
for persons with physical disabilities. TIRR is part of TIRR Systems, a not-for-profit
corporation dedicated to providing a continuum of services to individuals with
disabilities. Since 1959, TIRR has provided patient care, education, and research to
promote the integration of people with physical and cognitive disabilities into all aspects
of community living.

ABOUT NCIL
Founded in 1982, the National Council on Independent Living is a membership
organization representing independent living centers and individuals with disabilities.
NCIL has been instrumental in efforts to standardize requirements for consumer control
in management and delivery of services provided through federally-funded independent
living centers.
Until 1992, NCIL’s efforts to foster consumer control and direction in independent living
services through changes in federal legislation and regulations were coordinated
through an extensive network and involvement of volunteers from independent living
centers and other organizations around the country. Since 1992, NCIL has had a
national office in Arlington, Virginia, just minutes by subway or car from the major
centers of government in Washington, D.C. While NCIL continues to rely on the
commitment and dedication of volunteers from around the country, the establishment of
a national office with staff and other resources has strengthened its capacity to serve as
the voice for independent living in matters of critical importance in eliminating
discrimination and unequal treatment based on disability.
Today, NCIL is a strong voice for independent living in our nation’s capital. With your
participation, NCIL can deliver the message of independent living to even more people
who are charged with the important responsibility of making laws and creating programs
designed to assure equal rights for all.
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ABOUT THE IL NET
This training program is sponsored by the IL NET, a collaborative project of the
Independent Living Research Utilization (ILRU) of Houston and the National Council on
Independent Living (NCIL).
The IL NET is a national training and technical assistance project working to strengthen
the independent living movement by supporting Centers for Independent Living (CILs)
and Statewide Independent Living Councils (SILCs).
IL NET activities include workshops, national teleconferences, technical assistance,
on-line information, training materials, fact sheets, and other resource materials on
operating, managing, and evaluating centers and SILCs.
The mission of the IL NET is to assist in building strong and effective CILs and SILCs
which are led and staffed by people who practice the independent living philosophy.
The IL NET operates with these objectives:
Assist CILs and SILCs in managing effective organizations by providing a
continuum of information, training, and technical assistance.
Assist CILs and SILCs to become strong community advocates/change agents
by providing a continuum of information, training, and technical assistance.
Assist CILs and SILCs to develop strong, consumer-responsive services by
providing a continuum of information, training, and technical assistance.
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The Independent Living Movement:
Where We’ve Been, Where We’re Going
Learning Objectives
Participants will learn:
•
•
•
•
•

The fundamental ideas and essential individuals behind the movement’s
inception
How the Independent Living movement both parallels and differs from other civil
rights and disability rights movements
The four fundamentals of Independent Living philosophy
How legislation and public policies and services have impacted Independent
Living
Exactly where our past and present goals, accomplishments, and principles are
leading us in the future
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FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
ILRU bookshelf series
Publications for Independent Living
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
INDEPENDENT LIVING HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
by Steven E. Brown
Institute on Disability Culture
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INTRODUCTION
Can Independent Living (IL) history be separated from IL philosophy?
When I began to write this monograph I thought I would start with the students at the
University of Illinois. But as I learned more about that program I realized it may not have
existed without World War II veterans who needed an education. How, I then wondered,
does one distinguish the impact of World War II on disability history from Franklin
Delano Roosevelt (FDR), a President who used a wheelchair and served as
commander-in-chief for most of that war? So I chose to begin the history with FDR.
If someone thinks that the disability rights movement began in 1990 with the passage of
the Americans with Disabilities Act or the 1970s with the first centers for independent
living, how would I explain why I chose to begin with someone who predates those
events by several decades. The solution seemed to be using a general explanation of IL
philosophy as a preface to a beginning discussion of the history.
One of the difficulties, as well as one of the pleasures of writing this monograph, is that
our history is so fragmented. I know of nowhere else where all the information in this
monograph is tied together. As a historian assembling this monograph, I'm excited. But
as an advocate with a disability, it is frustrating to realize how scattered our historical
information remains.
Much more work needs to be done before we have even the beginnings of a coherent,
let alone comprehensive, history of our movement. But as always, we must begin
somewhere, and therefore I choose to begin with a description of IL philosophy I wrote
several years ago that still seems appropriate.
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INDEPENDENT LIVING PHILOSOPHY
Several fundamental beliefs have been combined to establish the foundation on which
to construct an independent living philosophy. These premises include the notion that
each individual is different and unique; that people with disabilities are the most
knowledgeable experts about our own needs and issues; and that programs serving
disabled people should be designed to serve all disability groups.
Just as every person is different from each other, so too are disabling conditions. This
applies not only to the differences between differing disabilities, such as deafness and
mental illness and paralysis, but also to individual differences within each disability
category.
For example, each person with a disability who uses a wheelchair is unique. Some
people using wheelchairs are paralyzed, others are not. Some use their feet, but not
their arms; others their arms, but not feet. Some wheelchair users use their breath to
move their chair, others their head.
The point is that just as each wheelchair must be designed to fit the individual needs of
the person using that mobility aid, so too must every other adaptation be adjusted to the
individual. To make this equation just a little more complicated, disabling conditions, like
people, are often dynamic, not static. So the results of the disabling condition itself are
often changing and, to return to the example of wheelchairs, an individual who uses a
certain kind of wheelchair one year may need a different kind the next so that there is a
constant adjustment to the changing conditions of the disability or, even more salient, to
the changing conditions of life.
Every individual and every disability condition is different, therefore every individual with
a disabling condition is unique. People who are most familiar with disabilities, that is,
those who have them, are best-suited to discuss the needs and issues of people with
disabilities. This is not to say that a person without a disability is incapable of knowing,
understanding, or empathizing with what it is like to have a disability. But it is to say that
it's much more likely for a person with a disability to possess these characteristics.
The notion of one person with a disability having some understanding of another person
with a disability forms a primary underpinning of independent living philosophy, which is
the concept of peer support. In independent living terms, a peer is someone with a
disability who is a role model and/or support person for another person with a disability.
Translated to other movements, it is the same concept that drives Alcoholics
Anonymous and all the other anonymous self-help programs. It drives the concept of
groups as institutionalized as the YW and MCAs and of groups as historically radical as
the Black Panthers.
The ideas of peer support and people with disabilities knowing what is best for
ourselves leads directly into the concept of people with disabilities running our own
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programs. That is why many independent living programs require boards of directors to
have at least a majority of their members be people with disabilities.
But there is another very important reason for people with disabilities managing their
own programs. This is the whole issue of empowerment. For someone who is not
empowered, and as a group people with disabilities are not, it is of utmost importance
that power positions, such as boards of directors, can be perceived as role models.
A useful analogy is that of Women's Resource Centers. Few people would argue that
men should run programs for women. Men are not women and no matter how hard we
may try there are just some things that men will never be able to have in common with
women. So it makes sense for women to be the primary participants in running
programs designed for women. Now just plug in the phrase "people with disabilities" for
women in the preceding three sentences.
Substitute "nondisabled people" for men in the same sentences. See if it makes sense.
If it does, then one has just agreed with one of the basic philosophies known in
independent living jargon as "consumer control," that is people with disabilities as the
consumers of programs designed for them also ought to be the principal players
involved in their direction and management.
The final philosophical framework of independent living programs is that they should be
designed to serve all disability groups. This may be the most controversial of the
independent living beliefs. Many population groups--including people with hearing
impairments, visual impairments, brain injuries, mental retardation, psychiatric
disabilities, and probably any other disability demographic population identified--have
stated at one time or another that separate services are necessary for their specific
conditions.
Proponents of the independent living philosophy known as cross-disability counter that
all people with disabilities are oppressed and that there is little difference in the big
picture of the discrimination against people with disabilities. To paraphrase a wellknown quote: oppression is oppression is oppression.
Cross-disability advocates will agree that there may be different tools to use toward the
overarching goal of independence. For example, a deaf person may need sign
language for communication and a person with a head injury may need a tape recorded
reminder to do a task and a person whose legs don't work well may need a wheelchair.
But beyond the necessity of different tools is the common goal of an opportunity for full
participation in the cultural, social, economic and political aspects of our society.
The driving beliefs of independent living philosophy are a recognition that each person
with a disability, like each person, is unique; that because of this uniqueness people
with disabilities are in the best position to guide, direct, and control their own programs;
and that because all people with disabilities are oppressed, independent living programs
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need to be designed to ensure equal social, cultural, economic, and political
opportunities for all disability groups. (Brown, Independent Living 2-5)
In the next section, we'll look at the life of FDR to consider if he might be called a
predecessor of the disability rights movement. To put it another way, could FDR have
been considered, "a peer. . . someone with a disability who is a role model and/or
support person for another person with a disability."
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WAS HE OR WASN'T HE?
FDR grew up in a wealthy, civic-minded family in New York State. A personable and
vigorous young man, he followed the path of his cousin, President Theodore Roosevelt,
first in joining the Navy, then in quickly becoming a successful politician. Unlike his older
cousin, FDR's first Presidential election was a losing one as the Vice-Presidential
candidate of the 1920 Democratic slate.
Shortly thereafter, his political future unclear, he contracted polio. Both his legs became
permanently paralyzed and he became a wheelchair-user.
FDR's wealth and contacts enabled him to pursue physical rehabilitation anywhere he
chose. He selected Warm Springs, Georgia. He poured much of his energy and wealth
into building a modern rehabilitation facility there.
For many years, historical accounts of FDR's polio treated it as a brief and isolated
incident in his life which probably proved to his political benefit. These narratives
contend that voters felt distanced from the healthy and wealthy FDR. But polio became
a great equalizer. It demonstrated that even someone with FDR's breeding and riches
could be brought down a notch or two and in so doing would become more appealing to
the voters who would elect him. In addition, FDR turned to his wife Eleanor, whose
compassion is now legendary, to keep him in touch with everyday issues and the
average citizen. Finally, his long recovery enabled him to write many letters, entertain
visitors, and make numerous contacts in a concerted effort to reenter the political scene.
He did so with great success. FDR was elected governor of New York in the latter part
of the 1920s, setting the stage for his quest to become President.
Hugh Gregory Gallagher eloquently opposes this traditional narrative in his
groundbreaking study FDR's Splendid Deception. He argues that this typical portrayal of
a short bout with polio contains little understanding of disability and its long-range
effects.
FDR took great pains to hide the extent of his disability from the public. While the polio
virus itself had disappeared and the consequent impairments did not technically make
FDR "sick," that was how both he and the American public viewed disability. FDR fit the
classic description of an invalid.
The word invalid describes someone who is incapable of caring for themselves.
Although illness or sickness is not necessarily a permanent aspect of disability, it is an
inherent concept of invalidism. Since no distinction was made between an invalid and a
disabled person, that individual was considered to be sick.
FDR refused to let that mistaken perception prevent him from resuming his political
career. The course he chose was to convince the American public that he was neither
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sick nor in-valid, and therefore not disabled in its classic sense. If he could persuade the
American public that he was still healthy and vigorous, then they would believe that
FDR could fulfill the duties of public office. To fool the American public into believing
that polio had only done minimal physical damage required elaborate, conscious
planning, massive assistance, and--from today's vantage-- unbelievable media
corroboration.
When FDR appeared in public he did not use his wheelchair. He rose from a seated
position using braces and crutches. He was not stable or graceful. Aides held him up
creating an illusion that FDR walked without assistance. Crowds "witnessed" FDR
walking from his seat to a podium or some other device that he could stand and lean
against. Rather than appearing as a sickly invalid, FDR gave the appearance of a
healthy politician.
The media supported FDR's efforts to hide the extent of his disability. By conscious yet
informal agreement, radio, newspaper and film correspondents simply did not discuss
FDR's paralysis. Thirty-five thousand photographs were shot of FDR as President, but
only two show him seated in his wheelchair, and these were never published (Hevey
102). This conspiracy of image makers extended as far as political cartoonists who
would never draw FDR in his wheelchair, but always standing or walking--or running, or
flying!
Although many Americans knew on some level that FDR used a wheelchair, the
disguise was so successful that many other Americans professed their ignorance of his
disability. As recently as the mid-1990s, this author encountered an individual working
at an independent living center who yelped with astonishment upon learning that FDR
had a disability. According to Gallagher, this was FDR's "splendid deception" because it
enabled him to rise to the Presidency during a time in which everyone was convinced
that no one with such a disability could even aspire to that position.
What did FDR's cloaking of his paralysis and wheelchair use mean for people with
disabilities? The conclusions are diverse and murky. For many people with disabilities,
FDR was a hero, a person who had overcome his disability and acquired the nation's
most coveted office. He developed Warm Springs into an international rehabilitation
facility. There he drove his car with hand controls that some credit as the first ever
designed. Even some people who do not like what FDR did to gain the Presidency
believe that he had no choice: given the climate of the times he was forced to hide his
disability to succeed politically. Others bemoan his massive cover-up, suggesting this
meant that FDR, too, harbored his generation's beliefs about disability meaning illness
and invalidism. He was unable to take his own personal situation and generalize it to
others in similar circumstances. This, some argue, not only demonstrates FDR's
acceptance of disability as illness, but it also contributed to future generations harboring
those same beliefs. But, as we will see in the next section, FDR's ambivalence about
disability not only affected future generations, but had a significant impact on people
who might have been called his peers. (Brown Investigating 42-45)
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THE LEAGUE OF THE PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED
The example of the New York League of the Physically Handicapped, rediscovered by
historian Paul Longmore in the late 1980s, demonstrates why many people have
difficulty portraying FDR as a champion of disability rights. Like Longmore and FDR,
most League members had contracted polio, though a few had cerebral palsy,
tuberculosis or heart conditions. Unlike FDR, none used wheelchairs. League members
came together because they believed they faced discrimination from private industry.
They thought that New Deal policies, the name for the programs that FDR spearheaded
to combat the Great Depression, would assist their quest for equitable employment.
Instead, New Deal programs classified them as "unemployable."
Six League members went to a New York City agency in May of 1935 to discuss these
discriminatory policies. When told the individual they wanted to see was out of town,
some League members refused to leave. They had not planned to demonstrate, but that
is what they did. Three League members remained in the building for nine days.
Picketers with and without disabilities supported them outside of the building. Following
three weeks of these protests, the group decided to organize formally.
Six months later, in November of 1935, they conducted a three week picket at the New
York headquarters of the Works Progress Administration (WPA), one of the primary
New Deal agencies for employment. They demanded that, "handicapped people receive
a just share of the millions of jobs being given out by the government." As a result, the
WPA hired about forty League members. Some skeptical League members believed
this action was taken to squash the group, but instead it gained momentum.
In May 1936, a year after their first action, League members traveled to Washington,
D.C., to meet with WPA leader Harry Hopkins. When they were informed that he was
"away," they voted to stay until "Mr. Hopkins does see us."
Three days later Hopkins did meet with the group. He informed them that he didn't
believe there were as many employable New Yorkers with disabilities as the League
contended. He also said that he wouldn't change his mind unless he saw an analysis
that disproved his belief. Then, he promised, he would take action immediately to
correct these conditions.
Several months later, the League presented Hopkins with its "Thesis on Conditions of
Physically Handicapped," a ten-page document that offered a comprehensive analysis
of the situation. The "Thesis" described job discrimination in private and public sectors
and recommended preferential civil-service hiring of disabled veterans and handicapped
civilians as well. It also criticized public and private vocational rehabilitation as being
underfunded and inadequate. Other employment programs the League critiqued as
guilty of worse crimes: sending people to demeaning jobs, including ones as strikebreakers. The League's "Thesis" also accused New Deal programs of ignoring the
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problems of people with physical disabilities and categorizing people with disabilities as
"unemployable."
Betraying his word, Hopkins ignored the "Thesis." The League, dissatisfied with its
Washington experiences, renewed its concentration on its New York activities.
In September 1936, the League joined forces with the League for the Advancement of
the Deaf to secure a promise that 7% of future WPA jobs in New York would go to deaf
and handicapped individuals. As a result, 1500 people went to work. Unfortunately,
more than 600 lost their jobs the next spring during nationwide lay-offs.
The League's experiences with New York's WPA was indicative of both its successes
and failures. On the positive side, the League did get a number of people jobs and open
the public sector to some workers with disabilities. It did not, however, as it had hoped,
alter federal policies towards people with disabilities working.
In looking at the history of independent living, the League did not establish a base for
future activism. But it did bring to the limelight in the 1930s some issues that would be
addressed later in the 1970s and 1980s. League tactics will also seem similar to some
current disability protests. Finally, and maybe most importantly, the League identified
social problems plaguing people with disabilities that still remain with us.
League picket signs included ones that said, "We Don't Want Tin Cups," and "We Want
Jobs." The first could be said to pre-date the current movement against telethons. The
second could still be used to protest the current more than 70% unemployment rate of
people with disabilities (Longmore and Goldberger 94-98; Longmore, personal
communication).
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WORLD WAR II VETERANS
Wars always impact disability. If nothing else, wars increase our numbers. There is also
often a parallel between war and advances in medicine. An example from World War II
(WWII) is that before antibiotics and treatments developed during the war to prevent
decubitus ulcers, 80% of those who acquired spinal cord injuries died during the acute
phase of their medical care (DeLoach 37).
In the twentieth century, wars have also accelerated disability policies. Both the
Paralyzed Veterans of America and the President’s Committee on Employment of the
Handicapped began shortly after World War II ended. Veterans also benefited after
World War II from PL 702, housing legislation passed in 1948 to provide veterans with
service-connected disabilities a $10,000 grant in addition to a $10,000 loan to purchase,
build, or modify a house (DeLoach 37-38).
Veterans, seeking social reintegration, had significant local impacts. Veterans also had
a profound influence on the roots of independent living. In Los Angeles, for example,
four WWII veterans began classes at UCLA in 1946 where they were assisted by CALVETS, a group of volunteers who carried the vets into inaccessible buildings (DeLoach
37). Our story continues with veterans in the small Midwestern towns of Kalamazoo,
Michigan, and Champaign-Urbana, Illinois.
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FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT
Jack Fisher was born on September 17, 1918, in Kalamazoo. He learned about the
bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941 when he was nine months away from
graduation at Harvard Law School. Unwilling to continue at Harvard after the bombing,
he left school and enlisted in the army. While serving in Oklahoma, he received injuries
in a jeep accident in 1943. He was sent from Tinker Field, a US Air Corp Base in the
Oklahoma City area, about fifty miles southwest to Borden General Hospital in
Chickasha, which housed a special orthopedic unit. Beds there were arranged head to
toe so that no one breathed on someone else. The ward he stayed on was for people
confined to bed. He remained there from October to February.
For more than four months he roomed with 40 non-ambulatory patients. While lying in a
full body cast and traction, he leafed through the medical records of other patients to
keep busy. This engrossed him during the day so he could sleep at night. At his
discharge in February 1944, Fisher wore steel braces from hips to neck and walked with
a pronounced limp.
While continuing to recuperate and learning to live with his residual physical problems,
Fisher, at the age of twenty-five, returned to Kalamazoo. He would not return to Harvard
Law School while the war waged on. He was determined to obtain a job in a defense
industry. While trying to get a job, he kept getting told that with his braces and spastic
right leg he could not be used, not even for the lowest possible clerkship. Companies
were afraid he'd fall and puncture a lung, risking worker's compensation claims. He was
even rejected at Kalamazoo's biggest defense company where he knew the personnel
director.
At this point the Disabled American Veterans (DAV) contacted Fisher. The DAV
informed Fisher that they needed his help. About five hundred (500) disabled veterans
had submitted claims to obtain medical services, financial compensation, wheelchairs,
rehabilitation and more. Their files were waiting to be processed. Fisher facilitated
hundreds of claims between February 1944 and August 1944 when he finally returned
to Harvard Law School.
Fisher graduated from Harvard Law School in February 1945. Large and prestigious
eastern firms generally sought Harvard graduates. Fisher's experience was different.
Although he had graduated in the top third of his class, he encountered two forms of
discrimination. Some firms refused to hire him stating that his disabilities and braces
made him a poor risk for health and additional injuries; others would not hire him
because he was Jewish.
He decided to begin his own practice. From the first day, disabled veterans whom
Fisher had previously assisted retained him as their attorney. He remembers his
practice looked like an emergency room, with clients using crutches, wheelchairs and
other adaptive equipment. These disabled veterans also brought their parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, siblings and friends. He worked on all kinds of problems
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from purchasing real estate to wills, business ventures, leases, marital concerns and
more. Fisher was immersed in the lives of individuals with disabilities as fellow veterans,
friends, acquaintances and clients. He learned about the problems of access, mobility,
employment, the bedroom and the bathroom.
Fisher journeyed the short distance from Kalamazoo to Percy Jones Hospital in Battle
Creek (the old Kellogg sanitorium featured in the movie The Road to Wellville) because
it was the official government hospital to treat and rehabilitate amputees. A huge
number of both above and below the knee amputees resided in Battle Creek. Many
would travel the short distance to Kalamazoo for the bigger city's more active social life.
It was not uncommon to see many people using prostheses. Unfortunately for those
going downtown, Kalamazoo had quite tall curbs and people would fall on them
breaking stumps and injuring themselves. Wheelchair users were simply unable to
travel downtown.
In 1945, Fisher took it upon himself to get curb cuts and side-pipe rails. He petitioned
the Kalamazoo city commission and testified before them. The city manager, whose
adult son used a wheelchair, understood the problem firsthand. The city commission
authorized the construction of cement ramps with safety rails in the central business
district. Test ramps were constructed in 1945 and placed at the corners of three or four
blocks.
A local DAV chapter monitored their usage. In a March 1946 letter to the mayor, Fisher
stated that the "ramps were instrumental in allowing disabled veterans, disabled nonveterans, aged and infirm persons and mothers with baby carriages more freedom of
movement..." and that "These cement ramps in many instances mean the difference
between disabled veterans and disabled non-veterans having employment, as with the
ramps a person confined to a wheelchair, on crutches or wearing an artificial limb is
able to get to a place of employment unaided. The ramps thus enable many so called
unemployable persons to become employable persons, and not only benefit the
disabled person alone, but benefit the community at large as well."
Kalamazoo's city commission responded to the experiment by becoming the first city
government known to approve a curb cut program, appropriating $680 to install 34
additional curb cuts (Brown, "The Curb Ramps of Kalamazoo").
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BUILDING PLANKS TO ROLL ON:
THE GREAT EXPERIMENT AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
While Jack Fisher worked to implement curb cuts in Kalamazoo, other firsts were taking
place in Illinois. In the 1947-48 academic year, a former Veterans Administration
Hospital in Galesburg, Illinois, was converted into a satellite campus of the University of
Illinois. The University took this action to accommodate the many World War II veterans
seeking to utilize the funding of the GI Bill to earn their college degrees.
A year later, however, in 1949, it was decided that the Galesburg campus would be
closed. The program's director, Timothy Nugent, appealed unsuccessfully to hundreds
of other universities and colleges to adopt the program. There were no takers. Unwilling
to accept defeat, Nugent and the students loaded into several cars and set off for the
state capitol in Springfield to request that Governor Adlai Stevenson intervene to stop
the closure. They staged protests that included building temporary ramps from wooden
planks to show how easy it would be to accommodate wheelchairs.
Their effort did not succeed. The campus closed. The students refused to give up. They
continued their self-advocacy by seeking to move the "Rehab Program," as they called
it, to Champaign-Urbana. Support for the continuation of the program at the main
campus was minimal. Most administrators believed that individuals with severe physical
disabilities could not possibly live "normal" lives, could not have families and could not
obtain gainful employment. Why boost their hopes with a prestigious University of
Illinois degree?
The experiment might have ended then except the same group of students with
disabilities took their show on the road to Champaign-Urbana. Their goal in traveling to
the main campus was to demonstrate that, with minimal architectural and personal
assistance, they could successfully negotiate the campus and that they were more than
equal to the challenge of the institution's academic programs. After a day of
demonstrations, the university begrudgingly granted provisional or "experimental" status
to the rehabilitation program at Champaign-Urbana. Attitudes about disability at the
university were vehemently expressed. A father of a non-disabled woman dating a
post-polio law student despaired that, "I suppose the University should receive some
credit for trying to help these poor unfortunates, but isn't there something you can do to
protect our sons and daughters from these freaks?" (Expanding Horizons, ii)
The university, wary about the program, limited the number of students that could be
admitted--refusing 15 students for every one who got in. For its first eight years the
program received no university funding. Nugent drummed up money from outside
sources. Students continued to advocate for themselves by demonstrating their abilities
through a myriad of activities, research about disability issues and athletic exhibitions
("History of the Division of Rehabilitation").
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Campus buildings were not access-friendly. Quonset huts, remaining from World War II,
were used as dorms for the first group of students. Campus legend says the huts were
unheated with beds in a row, just like the military. The huts were later converted to
house the rehab program's administration offices. They also contained a physical
therapy room for students who received credit for physical education classes by
participating in PT (Breslin).
After large numbers of people with mobility impairments were admitted, the university
ramped buildings and modified the World War II Quonset huts. As new dormitories were
built, a limited number of rooms in each building were designed to accommodate
students with disabilities. The first floor of most dorms had bathrooms with accessible
shower stalls that had aluminum fold down seats and accessible toilet stalls (in the old
style--with a door wide enough to face the toilet in the forward position and grab bars).
Alumna and contemporary disability advocate Mary Lou Breslin recalls that these dorm
rooms were identical to those on the upper floors, which could be reached by elevator in
most cases, so the real access was to the first level itself (elevator or ramp) and
bathrooms.
The program offered disabled students medical services, physical and occupational
therapy, prosthetics, counseling, recreation and a bus service. By the mid-1950s, the
Rehabilitation-Education Program (DRES) provided support services and had several
lift-equipped buses that made hourly trips around the campus, town and to special
university events.
In 1954, a politically savvy group of students with disabilities succeeded in getting
Illinois Governor William Stratton to serve as the keynote speaker at the annual
disabled students' awards banquet. Although the banquet had not previously been
attended by University administrators, the Governor's appearance packed the house.
That evening, Governor Stratton gave a stirring speech on the benefits of rehabilitation
and the importance of the effort being developed at Illinois. From that point on, although
many battles would have to be fought and won in the war for egalitarian access, the
program's legitimacy was never again seriously questioned ("History").
The Illinois program expanded to include non-veterans in the 1950s and offered
accessible transportation; housing to undergraduate, graduate and married students;
peer counseling; specialized medical care; individually designed assistive devices and
ADL training (DeLoach 41).
The folklore of the Illinois program is that it equated independence with a physically selfreliant lifestyle. No students could live in university housing if they could not move about
campus or had to request help from someone else in self-care activities. Students were
required to come to campus early for a week of "functional training." If students could
not transfer in and out of bed, dress, bathe and toilet themselves, or maneuver, in their
manual wheelchairs, up and down ramps and to the bus stops by themselves in a
reasonable amount of time, they were rejected, sent home, invited to practice their skills
and reapply. The memory of one student contradicts this well-known folklore. "In fact,
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some students who couldn't really do these things did occasionally get admitted. One I
remember vividly died of complications of muscular dystrophy. I have always thought it
was because he had to struggle so to move about in the freezing weather" (Breslin).
Students who successfully completed this training could still be expelled later if they
were discovered receiving assistance in their living quarters or being pushed across
campus (DeLoach 41-42).
By the early to mid-60s there were about 200 students, with one or two with
communication disabilities. "When I was there [there were] several severely disabled
students, i.e. high quads or very weak folks with MD who lived in a nearby nursing
home, which was then believed to be the only appropriate way to provide personal care
for such individuals. Several used power chairs, though the technology was primitive.
The obvious point was nursing care was the only answer to not being able to do self
care unaided. This practice ended at some point after I graduated" (Breslin).
Perhaps the most popular activities were sports--wheelchair basketball and track, judo
for the blind, quadriplegic rugby. Sports, Nugent believed, boosted the athletes' selfconfidence and dispelled the notion that disabled students were frail and sickly (Breslin).
Nugent also "was responsible for drafting the first ANSI standards, originally created
around the dimension of Everest & Jennings standard push chairs" (Breslin).
Although not as well known in independent living circles as some other university
programs, the University of Illinois claims the following firsts:
•

•
•
•
•

The seminal research which led to the development of the first architectural
accessibility standards that would become the American National Standards
Institute Standards
The first wheelchair accessible fixed route bus system
The first accessible university residence halls
The first university service fraternity and advocacy group comprised of students
with disabilities (Delta Sigma Omicron)
The first collegiate adapted sports and recreation program for students with
disabilities, which also produced the first wheelchair athlete in the world to win an
Olympic Gold Medal ("History")

With all these advances, why is it that disability advocates tend to recall the University
of California as the trailblazer for disability programs? That is the subject of the next
section.
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POLIO AND THE ED ROBERTS STORY
Veterans inspired the curb cuts of Kalamazoo and the changes in the student
population at the University of Illinois. Just as medicine increased the longevity and
expanded the activities of veterans wounded in the military, medical progress also had
enormous consequences for non-veterans. Medical breakthroughs dramatically
affected the polio epidemics of the 1940s and 1950s. Unlike FDR, many of these
individuals contracted polio at an early age and did not come from wealthy families.
The polio epidemics of the 1940s and 1950s left about 400 people around the country
who both used respirators and were institutionalized. One hundred fifty eight of these
individuals were housed at Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center near Los Angeles. The
March of Dimes paid their bills, but as that organization became increasingly strapped
for funds, they turned over this responsibility to Los Angeles County.
The County, in 1953, conducted a study about attendant care costs. The investigation
revealed that each iron lung user would cost the county $10 per day if they lived at
home. The hospital billed the state $37 per day for identical services. This discovery led
to beginning California's In Home Support Services (IHSS) program, one of the nation's
first personal assistance programs (Levy 4-5).
At his home in Burlingame, south of San Francisco, a teenager named Ed Roberts, who
had contracted polio and used an iron lung, received IHSS. As he grew older he
became credited with breaking the barrier against significantly disabled people
attending universities. Roberts has been called the Martin Luther King Jr. of the
disability rights movement, the father of independent living. Toward the end of his life,
he liked to call himself the godfather. Before Roberts passed away in 1995, he
conducted many interviews. Many people also viewed Roberts as one of the best public
relations persons in independent living. As a result, quite a bit is known about his life.
What follows is his story. It is representative of many others.
Roberts contracted polio when he was in high school. As a result of the virus he lost all
but some movement of two fingers on his left hand and two toes on his left foot. The
rest of his body, including his lungs, remained paralyzed, though he always retained
feeling. Unable to breathe on his own for extended periods, he became a ventilatordependent quadriplegic. He required a machine, such as an iron lung or a ventilator, to
assist him with breathing.
The only person in his school to contract polio, Roberts resumed his education at
Burlingame High School at the age of eighteen. He attended via a phone hook-up. It
began with a phone connected to one room at the high school. When Ed pressed a bar
on the phone he could be heard, when he released the bar he could hear, enabling him
not only to listen but to communicate with his classmates.
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Roberts graduated from high school, at the age of twenty, in 1959. But not without a
fight. His post-polio paralysis prevented him from taking either physical education or
driver's education courses. His high school counselor thought Ed should remain in
school another year. Zona, Ed's mother, was determined that her boy would be as
similar to his peers as possible and was mystified by this turn of events.
Zona contacted the principal about the inequity of the situation. He supported his
counselor. Zona next called a friend who also happened to be a school board member.
A school representative met with Zona and Ed at their home and asked, "Ed, you
wouldn't like a cheap diploma, would you?" A furious Zona contacted the superintendent
of schools. She also notified some of Ed's teachers. Before they could act, the assistant
superintendent of schools announced that everyone was proud of Ed and granted the
diploma. Roberts later commented that he attained some of his own sense of
determination from watching Zona persevere about his graduation.
Ed enrolled at the nearby community College of San Mateo. To attend classes he was
placed in a corset which enabled him to sit up. A head brace emerged from the back of
the corset. At first, Zona brought Ed to campus. They solicited help from passers-by to
get Ed in and out of the car on campus, learning to avoid football player types who
refused supervision. Ed attended class by himself, with assistance from fellow students
to traverse the numerous steps. Another student was eventually hired to drive Ed.
Roberts spent three years at the College of San Mateo, finishing two years of
classwork. To complete assignments, Zona wrote while Ed dictated. Ed speculated
about a career as a sportswriter. Others discussed technical writing. He eventually
chose political science as a major.
The most fortuitous development at the College of San Mateo occurred in Roberts'
second semester when he enrolled in an English class taught by Jean Wirth. Jean, like
Ed, knew about difference. She had been six feet, five inches tall from the time she was
twelve years old. She became his unofficial advisor.
Jean asked Ed where he wanted to continue his education after graduating from the
College of San Mateo. He responded UCLA. Roberts knew about the veterans who had
attended and he thought that would make it fairly wheelchair-accessible. Jean
dissuaded him from this idea because UCLA was a commuter campus. He would have
to find housing, transportation, personal assistance, and friends away from the
university. She suggested he apply instead to the University of California at Berkeley
(UCB) where there was an outstanding political science program. Ed did just that and
was accepted at UCB. The application form asked no questions that related to disability.
The only hint was that Ed weighed only eighty-five or ninety pounds. Zona accurately
predicted that school officials would guess Ed forgot to put a "1" before the other
numerals. Ed also applied to the California Department of Rehabilitation (DR) for
financial assistance. The DR counselor informed Ed that he was too severely crippled
ever to work and would therefore be denied services. Zona, Jean, and Phil Morse, Ed's
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official advisor at the College of San Mateo, then met with DR to advocate successfully
for Ed.
While this was happening, Jean, Zona, Ed and Phil visited the UCB campus prior to the
commencement of the school year. UCB personnel were shocked to learn that Ed was
a post- polio ventilator-using quadriplegic and were at a loss about where he might be
housed. His large iron lung wouldn't fit in a dorm room. Morse contacted the Dean of
Men, who suggested they see Henry Bruyn at Cowell Hospital, the on-campus student
health center.
Bruyn, a physician, had worked with polios and commented that they were becoming of
college age and should be able to attend college. He thought Ed could probably live at
Cowell. Successful negotiations to do just that continued throughout the summer.
During Ed's first academic year, 1962-63, the same year that the African-American
James Meredith integrated the University of Mississippi, Ed was the only student with a
disability at Cowell, and, as far as we know, the first student with a disability of this
significance to attend an American university. An area paper ran a story about Ed
headlined "Helpless Cripple Goes to School." It caught the attention of a social worker
in nearby Antioch whose client, John Hessler, had broken his neck while diving.
Towering above six feet tall, he was too big to be cared for by his parents and he lived
in a Contra Costa hospital. He attended Contra Costa College, going back and forth by
taxi. His social worker spoke with Henry Bruyn, and John joined Ed at Cowell in the
1963-64 school year.
Bruyn began to earn a reputation for this program. Several more students arrived in
1965-66. Their attendance initiated a formal program for students with disabilities. The
students began identifying with one another, calling themselves the Rolling Quads. With
a nursing supervisor, the Rolling Quads took over the entire third floor of the hospital.
Each student lived in his or her own room. They mingled in a common room and ate
together in a dining room.
Ed's DR worker in Berkeley, unlike his geographically-appointed counselor in
Burlingame, supported his efforts. DR now paid for tuition, books and secretarial help.
This changed again in the late 1960s when DR installed a new worker. She believed it
was her responsibility to dictate behavior. She attempted to direct Ed's thesis topic, tried
to instruct other students in what classes they could take, and strived to get two
students evicted because she didn't approve of their educational goals or lifestyles.
The students responded to this counselor with activism. They informed the press of their
frustration with her dictatorial methods and succeeded in getting her transferred. This
success led to other actions. The Rolling Quads formally organized themselves into a
student organization, and as such they developed and taught a university studies class
called "Strategies of Independent Living," the main purpose of which was to conceive
methods to live outside of Cowell. They began to talk to the Berkeley city council about
building ramps in the city. The Rolling Quads got the city's attention when they went out
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in the middle of the night with their assistants and started taking sledgehammers to
some of the curbs around campus and pouring tar on them to create makeshift ramps.
Some of these still exist today. The Rolling Quads not only tested their own limits as
fledgling citizens, they also began to understand their own power.
By the late 1960s, as the Rolling Quads' activism heated up, Roberts prepared to leave
Berkeley. He had completed both undergraduate and graduate school, finishing all but
his dissertation. Ed accepted a temporary job at the Disabled Student Services program
in Riverside, near Los Angeles.
Before Ed moved, Jean Wirth called Zona from Washington to share information about
a bill containing a lot of money for disadvantaged students, with ten percent of the
budget earmarked for disability programs. Jean suggested Zona come to Washington
for meetings about how to utilize the money, but Zona had a scheduling conflict and
recommended Jean call Ed. Ed was agreeable and experienced his first airplane flight.
Roberts weathered the first of many adventures traveling as an individual with a
disability. First, no breathing apparatus was allowed on the plane, so Ed was forced to
do exhausting frog-breathing for hours in the air. Then after landing he sat for hours
while they retrieved his manual wheelchair. Jean arrived at the hotel before Ed to
arrange for an iron lung to be delivered to the hotel. She learned that an iron lung would
not be allowed because "they blow up you know."
Despite these hardships, Roberts loved Washington. He reveled in interacting with
Senators and Secretaries, and with time's passage he realized that he made a lasting
impression.
Since Ed was on his way to his temporary job in Riverside, he urged John Hessler and
others to submit a proposal to the old Cabinet Department of Health Education and
Welfare (HEW) for funds to institutionalize what they had learned as the Rolling Quads.
Their first attempt did not get funded, but their second one did. It became the Physically
Disabled Students Program (PDSP).
John Hessler became director of the program. Roberts, meanwhile, did not remain in
Riverside long. His physician advised him to leave because the area was harmful to
people with breathing problems. He moved to Woodside in the South San Francisco
Bay area and began teaching at Nairobi College in East Palo Alto. The college attracted
less traditional students than those attending UCB or nearby Stanford.
PDSP began to attract individuals with disabilities from around the San Francisco area.
Many callers were not students, but there was nowhere else they could obtain the
services they needed. The need to create an organization similar to PDSP for nonstudents became apparent.
Three people, all of whom had been Rolling Quads, began an organization they called
the Center for Independent Living (CIL). A small research and development grant
enabled them to rent a small apartment to begin CIL. John Hessler, a CIL board
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member, quickly became concerned that the much-needed CIL would fail because of a
lack of leadership. He contacted Roberts, who had recently returned to Berkeley from
Woodside, about his fears.
Ed and John met with their friends to discuss a CIL board take-over. Their strategy
succeeded. Roberts then became CIL director because he did not have a job, while
Hessler directed PDSP. Ed expanded CIL rapidly and a national, then international,
reputation quickly followed.
When Jerry Brown became governor of California in 1974, three of his former law
school classmates, who also happened to be friends of Ed's, nominated Ed to become
director of the Department of Rehabilitation (DR). Brown interviewed Ed and appointed
him DR director in late 1975. Independent living advocates rarely tire of telling the story
of Ed becoming the boss of the agency that had once told him he was "too severely
crippled" ever to work. (Brown "Zona and Ed Roberts")
As chief of DR, Roberts soon had the opportunity to institute independent living
throughout California. In his first year, $500,000 from the state budget set up eleven
independent living programs in the state (Kidder, 10). Shortly thereafter, in the debate
over amendments to the Rehabilitation Act in 1978, Roberts was one of many who
fought to implement independent living centers in the federal budget.
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THE INDEPENDENT LIVING MOVEMENT
Because a comprehensive history of the disability rights and independent living
movements is still to be written, the story of Ed Roberts is often discussed as the
cornerstone of the independent living movement's origins. But just as Ed's story is a tale
of many people, so too is that of the independent living movement. Perhaps most telling
is the fact that the same year that CIL in Berkeley began operations, so too did
Threshold, an independent living center in Helsinki, Finland. And like CIL, Threshold
began first as a student movement. When CIL began in the early 1970s, similar
organizations sprouted throughout the United States as well as other parts of the world.
For example, a group in Boston began the Boston Center for Independent Living (BCIL).
Unlike CIL, BCIL focused on housing issues. BCIL provided housing and attendant
services to those college students housed on the fourth floor of the theological college
at Boston University, and attendants were recruited from theological students (DeLoach
43). BCIL became formally established in 1974. Other groups formed in Houston, Ann
Arbor and many other places across the country and around the world.
This was indeed a movement.
In Washington, D.C., Hugh Gregory Gallagher (long before he authored FDR's Splendid
Deception) worked in a congressional office. Gallagher became extremely frustrated in
trying to use the inaccessible Library of Congress. He authored the Architectural
Barriers Act of 1968, which became the first federal legislation to address architectural
accessibility. Unfortunately, it would be years before that kind of thinking and legislation
would be enforced. But it's another example of the incipient movement.
How the disability rights movement evolved from "helpless cripples" to a political force
includes all of the preceding individuals and actions. In addition, numerous policies have
affected disability issues. Perhaps the most important in a history of the independent
living movement is the story of Section 504 and the Vocational Rehabilitation program.
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“WE WILL ACCEPT NO MORE DISCUSSION OF SEGREGATION”
SECTION 504 AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Many advocates consider Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 the nucleus of
all ensuing progress in obtaining disability rights. Section 504 stated:
No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United
States shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance.
This concise paragraph guaranteed disabled individuals specific civil rights for the first
time in history. Vocational rehabilitation, however, began in the early twentieth century.
What was its purpose? Why was Section 504 so radical? How come many disability
advocates consider Section 504 the opening salvo in the battle for modern disability
rights? This section provides a brief history of Vocational Rehabilitation from its
beginnings until the early 1970s when the discussion shifts to the campaign to
implement Section 504.
Vocational rehabilitation, like many other government programs, did not develop in a
vacuum. In fact, it was a culmination of a whirlwind of societal changes.
At the end of the nineteenth century, many community leaders advocated educating all
citizens to ensure that the vast numbers of new immigrants understood the civic
workings of their new country. Colleges and universities increased in number at the
same time. But not everyone now required to obtain an education would attend college.
Teaching a manual trade to students who didn’t attend college was called vocational
education.
While vocational education became part of the landscape of early twentieth century
models of education, new medical treatments enabled people with disabling conditions
to live longer. Just as medical advances affected post World War II social movements,
this earlier medical progress stimulated social change. A new discipline called
‘rehabilitation” evolved to work with these individuals.
Rehabilitation’s purpose was to find ways to alleviate disabling conditions by keeping
people with disabilities in an appropriate social setting. Combining rehabilitation with
vocational education led to vocational rehabilitation (Brown Investigating 39).
The first laws funding vocational rehabilitation were passed as World War I ended.
Congress first passed the Smith-Hughes Law (Vocational Education Act) of 1917,
establishing a Federal Board for Vocational Education (FBVE) to work with men with
disabilities in hospitals and encampments. The following year Congress unanimously
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ratified the Soldier’s Rehabilitation Act to assist returning World War I veterans to join
the labor pool (Lenihan 51; M. L. Walker 25).
Two years after the Soldier’s Rehabilitation Act, President Woodrow Wilson signed the
first federal act providing vocational rehabilitation services to civilians with disabilities.
The program gave states a choice about participating in it. Most states chose to do so.
Just four years after the 1920 passage of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, thirty-six of
the forty-eight states belonged to the program (M. L. Walker 33).
The FBVE, the umbrella agency to which vocational rehabilitation belonged, consisted
of the cabinet secretaries of commerce, agriculture and labor as ex-officio members and
three salaried members responsible for its operations. John Kratz, vocational
rehabilitation (VR) chief in 1924, convinced the FBVE and Congress to renew VR for six
years.
Early statistics maintained by VR indicated a modest expenditure of $12,000,000 had
rehabilitated 45,000 people between 1921 and 1930. This averaged out to a cost of
about $300 per person. By 1930, nine more states participated in the program. A total of
143 rehabilitation workers were employed in 44 states. VR’s apparent efficiency led to
its renewal in both 1930 and 1932 with increased levels of funding support. Vocational
rehabilitation became a permanent program in 1935 (M. L. Walker 39, 58).
In the early thirties, VR transferred to the Office of Education in the Department of the
Interior, It did not thrive in this setting. Rehabilitation workers felt their role in placing
people with disabilities in the workforce differed from a narrow focus on education. They
longed to be housed in another agency. It moved to the Federal Security Agency,
created in 1939, along with the Office of Education, but VR continued to be dissatisfied
with its place in the hierarchy (M. L. Walker 102-103).
A year later, in 1940, Congress extended vocational rehabilitation services to people
with disabilities working in sheltered workshops, those who were homebound, and those
in the workforce who required services to remain employed. This significant increase in
responsibility set the stage for a decade of greater funding and responsibility. VR grants
increased 75% in 1940 and continued to increase throughout the 1940s. In July of 1943,
services were broadened to include physical restoration and people with mental illness
as clients (Scotch 21; Shapiro 143: M. L. Walker 103).
Vocational Rehabilitation continued to amass larger budgets and greater prestige
throughout World War II and the post-war years. Mary Switzer, a career bureaucrat,
became director of the agency in 1950. A long-time advocate of vocational
rehabilitation’s mission, Switzer spent the next two decades zealously expanding its role
and power (M. L. Walker 125-26, passim).
Switzer guided a comprehensive legislative package through congressional
appropriations in 1954. State vocational rehabilitation grants rose to a budget of
$30,000,000. Additional monies for training medical and rehabilitation professionals
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established long range agency precedents. Switzer persuaded Congress to fund
research and development in medicine and rehabilitation engineering, in-service training
programs, rehabilitation centers and sheltered workshops. Switzer also obtained
permission to create separate vocational rehabilitation agencies outside of state
education agencies (Scotch, 1984, 22).
In the following decade, rehabilitation became a soldier in President Lyndon Johnson’s
“War on Poverty.” Funding levels continued to increase, greater numbers of individuals
became eligible to receive services, and state matching fund requirements decreased
(M. L. Walker 23).
Mary Switzer reluctantly retired in 1970 when she reached the then-compulsory
retirement age of 70 (M L. Walker 253). Her impact has remained legendary within the
rehabilitation community. But she might not recognize the evolution of disability rights
that occurred after her death a year later.
During Switzer’s last years directing VR, organizations like centers for independent
living were in their formative stages. Activists with disabilities, like the founders of CIL,
empathetic rehabilitation workers, and progressive Congressional colleagues worked
together in the early 1970s to implement an agenda for the vocational rehabilitation
agency that recognized disability rights. This led to the writing of Section 504.
Sociologist Richard Scotch documented the genesis of Section 504 in his book From
Goodwill to Civil Rights. He contended that government bureaucrats developed Section
504. But the late John Hessler, who followed Ed Roberts at Cowell and went on to be a
founder of PDSP and CIL, disagreed with Scotch’s narrative in a letter published in the
Disability Rag. Hessler remembered a number of activists participating in the concepts
and language proposed in the Rehabilitation Act of 1972. According to Hessler’s letter,
Fred Collignon, a Berkeley community planner who worked with then Rehabilitation
Agency Commissioner Ed Newman, actively involved many Berkeley activists in the
planning of the early 1970s act. Hessler wrote that he, along with other disability
advocates, worked on language that appeared in the eventual act, including the
controversial Section 504 (3).
In the Rehabilitation Act of 1972, Hessler and his colleagues across the country thought
they had devised a progressive piece of legislation. It included concepts of independent
living, client advocacy programs and some prohibitions of discrimination. But President
Richard Nixon vetoed the legislation. He predicted that no one had thoroughly assessed
the ramifications of the legislation. His own forecast was that parts of the act, like
independent living and Section 504, would be extremely costly and become an
administrative nightmare.
Nixon’s 1972 veto sparked demonstrations across the country. Judy Heumann, who
organized disability rights protests in New York City and who had successfully fought
being denied a teaching job because she used a wheelchair and who later became the
united States Department of Education Assistant Secretary of the Office of Special
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Education and Rehabilitative Services, recalled in a 1980 conversation that New York’s
Disabled in Action organized a demonstration of sixty to eighty people to go to
Manhattan’s federal building to protest Nixon’s 1972 veto. Whey they arrived, they
discovered the building was in an isolated section of the city. The demonstrators piled
back into their vans and other vehicles, drove to Madison Avenue and stopped traffic on
up to four blocks, effectively publicizing their demands (Heumann in “We Won’t Go
Away…”)
In 1973, Congress passed another version of the Rehabilitation Act. This one contained
changes Nixon approved, including eliminating independent living and client advocacy
programs. But Section 504 remained in the compromise bill. President Nixon signed the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 in September. But more struggles remained (Scotch 56-57).
Section 504, still viewed by disability advocates as the linchpin of change, became
bogged down in the Nixon cabinet. HEW expressed the same concerns about costs and
administrative headaches that had caused Nixon to veto the earlier bill. The cabinet
department simply refused to issue regulations to implement the law.
Frustrated by this federal inaction, James Cherry and the Action League for Physically
Handicapped Adults sued the government in 1975 for issuance of 504 regulations. The
next year, disabled leaders demonstrated in NEW Secretary David Matthews’ office and
threatened to picket the 1976 Republican Convention. A federal notice of intent to
publish proposed rules materialized in the May 17, 1976 Federal Register. In July of the
same year, the courts ruled 504 regulations should be promulgated but did not set a
deadline. A second federal notice of intent to publish proposed rules was published in
mid-July with little change from the earlier edition (Scotch 93-96); Brown Investigating
55-57).
During the 1976 presidential campaign, the Philadelphia contingent of Disabled in
Action invited representatives from both major parties to a press conference. The Carter
campaign emissary was so totally unaware of disability issues that DIA practically ran
her out of the room. She returned to local Carter campaign headquarters and reported
how tough DIA had been on her. She then educated herself and convinced the local
Carter staff that this was important.
The campaign staff sent her back to talk to the group. Out of that meeting came an
effort to organize nationwide for Jimmy Carter. The American Coalition of Citizens with
Disabilities (ACCD), which had formed the previous year and with which DIA in
Pennsylvania was associated, became the national disability focus of organizing for
Carter (Pfeiffer).
Passage of 504 regulations became a battle cry of disability activists throughout the
country. Two days after president Jimmy Carter’s inauguration in January 1977, about
fifteen people met with new HEW Secretary Joseph Califano to advocate for rapid
distribution of regulations. The administration received a deadline of April 4, 1977, to
issue regulations or disability advocates would pursue an alternative course. Califano
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resisted for some of the same reasons that Nixon originally vetoed the entire act. He
feared that both actual and administrative costs would be more far reaching than
anyone imagined (Eunice Fiorito in “We Won’t Go Away….”, Scotch 104).
Disability advocates scheduled a series of demonstrations to follow the April 4 deadline.
Ten cities across the country were targeted. The most successful action occurred in
San Francisco. More than 150 people took over the federal building there and remained
for twenty-eight days. Judy Heumann, who had moved to Berkeley to work at CIL in
1973, was one of the event’s planners and a leader of the takeover. Ed Roberts, in his
new position as director of the California Department of Rehabilitation, did not officially
engage in planning the protest but left his Sacramento office to join the protest. Early in
the action, Heumann, in a statement reminiscent of freedom fighters of all ages,
declared, “…we will no longer allow the government to oppress disabled
individuals…we will accept no more discussion of segregation” (“We Won’t Go
away…”).
The protest in San Francisco worked because many in the community supported it. The
city’s mayor ordered law enforcement personnel to leave the protesters alone. The
Black Panthers and the Gray Panthers brought in food donated by Safeway and
assisted with personal care needs. Attendants were allowed to go back and forth from
the building to bring necessities. This also enabled a communication network with those
outside the building to be established (Shapiro 67-68).
Local news stations aired the story. Evan White filed the most comprehensive reports,
though he was so new to the field that he did not yet have credentials to file national
news stories. But White’s luck was good.
Heumann left San Francisco during the occupation to lead a delegation to Washington
to talk personally with Califano. He refused to meet with them. They decided to camp on
his front lawn until he changed his mind. Evan White traveled from San Francisco to
Washington with the group to report the story. A media strike left a void in national news
stories, and uncredentialed stringers filed stories. White’s coverage of the
demonstrations made national news networks and both the story and his career took off
(Walker, personal communication).
After twenty-five days of protests, sitting in, and having demonstrators camped on his
lawn, Califano signed the 504 regulations. Victorious protesters emerged from the
federal building chanting “We Shall Overcome.” The siege remains the longest takeover
of a federal building by any group in American history (Brown Investigating 57-58;
Shapiro 69).
A White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals was scheduled to occur May
23-27, 1977. Some speculated one reason Califano signed the regulations was
because he knew that 3,000 persons with disabilities and their supporters were on their
way to Washington. If he had not signed the regulations by the time they arrived, then
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many demonstrations would have occurred to the embarrassment of the Carter
administration (Pfeiffer).
The successful protests to implement 504 could be considered the first battle of an
ongoing war disability advocates have waged to change vocational rehabilitation.
Although hardly the only program affecting disability issues, VR has for many years
been perceived as one of the most important influences on disability politics.
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FROM BUILDINGS TO STREETS: A GLANCE AT THE LATE 1970s
The disability rights movement accelerated phenomenally in the late 1970s. The scope
of this history permits only a glimpse at the people and changes that followed the
successful protests for implementation of Section 504.
1977 was the year that Houston's Independent Living Research Utilization (ILRU), the
first research organization about independent living, began. ILRU was led by Lex
Frieden, one of the significant leaders of that part of the country. Frieden, from
northwestern Oklahoma, had been a college freshman at Oklahoma State University in
Stillwater when he was involved in a car accident. He became a quadriplegic. After his
accident, Frieden began to analyze the roles society had created for people with
disabilities--and rebelled against them. At ILRU, Frieden and his colleagues developed
a definition of independent living that is still being used: "control over one's life based on
the choice of acceptable options that minimize reliance on others in making decisions
and in performing everyday activities" (Frieden et al. 3).
One year after the 504 demonstrations and ILRU's founding, another kind of group
emerged. ADAPT developed from a radical Denver CIL called the Atlantis Community.
Atlantis began when the late Wade Blank, a white veteran of civil rights marches
working at a Denver nursing home, rebelled against the oppression he witnessed in that
institution. A fictionalized account of Blank's role in the disability movement was
highlighted in the 1990 television movie "When You Remember Me," about the fight to
remove a young boy with muscular dystrophy from a nursing home to a communitybased residence. Blank's role in that action awakened in him a desire to protest the
pervasive discrimination against people with disabilities.
One issue of obvious and symbolic importance was transportation. In the 1950s, blacks
protested because they had to sit in the back of the bus; but in the 1970s, disabled
people protested because they couldn't get on the bus. People who used wheelchairs
had no way of entering a bus, even though equipment such as wheelchair lifts was
available, comparatively inexpensive and fairly easy to use. A group of nineteen Denver
activists organized with Blank to form a group called American Disabled for Accessible
Public Transit (ADAPT).
The first ADAPT demonstrations were staged on July 5 and 6, 1978, in Denver. Soon
other ADAPT chapters and similar organizations formed throughout the country. Their
methods of protest included blocking buses or chaining oneself to a bus so it couldn't
move. The theory was that if disabled people could not use the buses then neither could
anyone else.
Police quickly arrived to arrest the protesters. But it was not such a simple process.
First, police often still thought of disabled people as sick and vulnerable and were either
cautious about injuring them or careless about not doing so. Second, the paddy
wagons, like the buses, were frequently inaccessible, so police had no way to transfer
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people to jail. And if they did find a way, the jails were often inaccessible. The protests
continued and ADAPT became the first long- term United States grass roots movement
of disability activists (Brown Investigating 58-59).
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INDEPENDENCE IN THE 1980s AND 1990s
The story of independent living in the past two decades is one of growing pains and
what some would term a stormy adolescence. Representative examples are used to
describe the history of the past twenty years. See “Selected Significant Dates in
Independent Living History” for a more detailed list of pivotal laws and activism.
During the late 1970s, the first group of federally funded independent living centers
feared that in debates surrounding the next reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act,
CILs would be eliminated. Since CILs were still categorized as demonstration projects,
not renewing them would be fairly simple. CIL advocates discussed their situation and
decided to hold a meeting of all CILs in 1981. From this assembly developed what is
now known as the National Council on Independent Living (NCIL). The national
organization, first known as the National Council of Independent Living Programs,
elected Max Starkloff, founder of Paraquad in St. Louis and former nursing home
resident, as its first president. The association then coalesced to ensure that its
members retained funding and that they adhered to the independent living philosophy
as described at the beginning of this history.
Adhering to this philosophy has not come without battles. Perhaps the most famous of
the period occurred in Norman, Oklahoma, when five of six staff members walked out of
their CIL because of continuous confrontations with their board, including arguments
over consumer control (Brown "The Walkout").
One way to put this conflict into a bigger picture is within the context of models of
viewing disability. The one that has most often been called to task within independent
living circles is the medical model.
Medicine, like all disciplines, has its method. A physician is trained to detect symptoms,
diagnose ailments and prescribe cures. A person with a disability is not sick. A disabled
person may become ill with a cold, or flu, or measles, or any other ailment a
nondisabled person might acquire. But having a disability is not the same as being
perpetually indisposed. There are many healthy quadriplegics. There are also sickly
quadriplegics. But the quadriplegia itself is simply an inability to use all or part of four
limbs. It is a disability; it is not an illness.
Medical personnel are not trained to appreciate this distinction. They are instructed to
cure illnesses. When that is not possible, as in the case of disability, medical training is
inadequate. Medical solutions to disability issues have been called a medical model.
This model is distinguished by perpetuating the notion that someone who has a
disability is broken, in disrepair, or infirm. This perception is easily integrated into
medical training. If patients are broken, they can be fixed. If ill, they can be cured. There
is only one viable alternative to this philosophy, and that is death. There is no room for
any intermediate position. Ongoing disability does not enter into the equation.
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In the medical model, if people can neither be fixed nor cured and will not die, then they
are no longer of medical concern, other than easing the inevitable wait for departure
from this world. The medical model validates previous perceptions of incompetence,
deviance, and invalidism. Individuals with disabilities have no worth in either the medical
or the social hierarchy. As one might imagine, this philosophy leads to confrontation
with the notion of capable, valuable human beings with disabilities put forth by
advocates with disabilities (Brown Investigating 52-53).
In the confrontation in Norman, the fallout from the medical model was apparent. People
without disabilities felt a need to tell people with disabilities how to run their organization
and, by extension, their lives. People with disabilities who were learning to rebel against
models that had invalidated their own choices responded defiantly.
This led to a change in the last revision of the Rehabilitation Act in the 1980s. Known as
consumer control, this change requires that more than half of the members of the board
of directors in each center for independent living must be individuals with disabilities. In
the 1990s this was expanded to include CIL management as well.
As independent living centers not only remained in the Rehabilitation Act but increased
in numbers and funding, NCIL gained momentum throughout the 1980s. During the
latter part of the decade, Marca Bristo, disability rights activist and executive director of
Access Living in Chicago, who in the Clinton years has chaired the National Council on
Disability, became the organization's president. She led a fight against what some
observers saw as a Ronald Reagan supported backlash against progress for individuals
with disabilities. Reagan unsuccessfully attempted to overturn Section 504. But Reagan
is not easy to dismiss simply as an anti-disability leader. He also appointed Lex Frieden
to direct the National Council on the Handicapped (now National Council on Disability)
and Justin Dart as commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services Administration. Each of
these individuals became pivotal in advancing our rights. While Frieden, Dart and others
worked with the Reagan administration, Bristo's leadership and fiery orations guided
demonstrators into opposition protest marches.
One of the most detrimental decisions of the 1980s came from the Supreme Court,
which ruled in the mid-1980s that 504 applied only to the part of an institution that
directly received federal funds. This meant that entire universities, for example, did not
have to comply with Section 504, only that part of the school that put federal funds in its
program's budget. Disability advocates fought for several years to negate this ruling,
and in 1988 Congress passed, over Reagan's veto, the Civil Rights Restoration Act
which ensured that "Federal anti-discrimination statutes apply to an institution in its
entirety if it accepts Federal aid for as little as one program" (Levy 34).
While advocates fought to restore the intent of 504, Lex Frieden led a study at the
National Council on the Handicapped about the place of people with disabilities in
American society. Published in 1986 as Toward Independence, the monograph
described discriminatory policies towards people with disabilities in housing,
employment, transportation, education and other aspects of American life. It called for
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the passage of a law which would bar such discrimination. This led advocates to draft
legislation that eventually became the 1990 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
One of the national stories that helped convince Congress to pass the ADA occurred in
1988 at Gallaudet University--the world's only university for students who are deaf and
hard of hearing. In 1987, Gallaudet's president announced his resignation. Early the
next year, several Gallaudet students concurred that the time was right for the university
to select its first deaf president. The Gallaudet board of trustees ignored the students
and chose the only hearing person of three candidates. The deaf student population
rebelled with what became known as the Deaf President Now movement. Taking their
issues to both the national media and to Congress, the Deaf President Now movement
quickly amassed national support. In a matter of one week, the Gallaudet board agreed
to the student demands, hiring popular and deaf Gallaudet dean of arts and sciences I.
King Jordan as president. They also changed the composition of the board of trustees
to half deaf (Shapiro 75-83).
The injustice of a hearing person trying to run a deaf university struck a chord with both
the American people and Congress and helped both to understand why people with
disabilities would want a law like ADA. It was one of many stories that helped achieve
passage of what has been called the most important civil rights law since the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
Personal stories often embrace solutions to much larger matters. Autobiography, in fact,
often plays vital roles in the passage of laws. This situation occurred with the fight to
pass the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA).
Justin Dart, a longtime disability advocate, spent a considerable amount of time and
money traveling to every state in the union in the late 1980s to collect information
demonstrating the need for the ADA. He asked people to write or relate discrimination
diaries, experiences that people with disabilities had in their everyday lives that led to
their belief in the desirability of such a law.
Many stories were collected. Some of the more poignant storytellers testified before
Congress. One was a young woman from the state of Washington who has cerebral
palsy. She testified that she tried to get into her hometown theater to see a movie, but
the ticket taker would not admit her because her speech was slurred. This woman's
story touched the heart of many members of Congress and President Bush, who
recounted it when greeting celebrants at the ADA signing (Brown, Investigating 74;
Shapiro 105-06, 140).
The ADA was not passed without many confrontations. ADAPT led a march on the
Capitol steps in which people abandoned their wheelchairs and crawled up to the
entryway to Congress. On the second anniversary of the signing of the ADA in 1992,
Denver dedicated a plaque to the first ADAPT activists of the late 1970s. Wade Blank,
as a nondisabled person, didn't believe his name belonged on the plaque, but he did
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visit it once a week to clean it of bird droppings and other debris (Hartman, personal
communication).
During the remainder of the 1990s, independent living advocates have fought to solidify
their gains, expand independent living centers, retain the intent of the ADA in court
decisions, get people who do not want to languish in nursing homes out into the
community and fight the trend toward passage of assisted suicide legislation.
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INDEPENDENT LIVING IN THE YEAR 2000
From the institutionalization of independent living centers to the current court cases that
are redefining the meaning of ADA, the independent living movement has been an
incredibly active part of our nation's late twentieth century history. There are now more
than 600 centers in existence in every state and many countries. What can we expect at
the dawn of the next millennium? Here are some highlights:
•

•

•
•

•

More and more disabling conditions will be recognized as important to the
independent living movement, such as people with psychiatric disabilities, mental
retardation, multiple chemical sensitivities, AIDS and new conditions that arise.
The recognition among more people with disabilities and the mainstream
population that there is such a thing as Disability Culture, the movement by
people with disabilities to infuse our own experiences into all aspects of everyday
life, as most easily seen now in books, movies, music and other expressions of
art.
The importance of persuading the mainstream media to understand our issues
from our perspective.
The national organizing for the Spirit of ADA to celebrate our lives and victories
from the last twenty-five years, culminating with events around the country on or
about July 26, 2000, the tenth anniversary of the signing of the ADA.
A comprehensive history of our movement and its importance written by one of
us!
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The Start of the
Independent Living
Movement

The following selection was taken from:
“The Independent Living Movement:
History and Philosophy to
Implementation and Practice”
by Maggie Shreve
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Beginning of IL Movement: Much of the movement results from reactions to the
above attitudes and behaviors, i.e., our history. IL represents rebellion against
the traditional system.
First CIL in Berkeley, CA. This is the model that most generic CILs follow today.
Boston, CILs in California, Massachusetts, Michigan, and Texas centers started
around the same time. IL is a reaction to the traditional service delivery system
and particularly the "medical model." Many early CILs had a mix of "IL philosophy"
and "medical model" because of funding patterns.
The "Medical Model" assumptions:
Physician is technically competent expert.
Medical care should be administered through a chain of authority wherein the
physician is the principal decision-maker.
The "patient" is expected to assume the "sick" role.
The main purpose of medicine is the provision of acute/restorative care.
Illness is muted primarily through the use of clinical procedures such as surgery,
drug therapy and the "laying on of hands."
Illness can only be diagnosed, certified, and treated by trained practitioners.
The Sick Role - People with disabilities are expected to play this or the
"impaired role." The sick role consists of two interrelated sets of exemptions
and obligations:
A sick person is exempted from "normal" social activities and responsibilities
depending on the nature and severity of the illness.
A sick person is exempted from any responsibility for his/her illness. He/she is
not morally accountable for his/her condition and is not expected to become better
by sheer will.
In exchange: A sick person is obligated to define the state of being sick as
aberrant and undesirable, and to do everything possible to facilitate his or her
recovery.
A sick person is obligated to seek technically competent help and to cooperate
with the physician in getting well.
Because disability is often an irrevocable part of a person's existence, the person
with the disability begins to accept not only the condition but also the belief that
his or her very own personhood is aberrant and undesirable. Moreover, he or she
begins to accept the dependency prescribed under the sick role as normative for
the duration of the disability.
The Impaired Role - The impaired role is ascribed to an individual whose
condition is not likely to improve and who is unable to meet the first requirement
of the sick role, i.e., the duty to get well as soon as possible. Occupants of the
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impaired role have abandoned the idea of recovery altogether and have come to
accept their condition and dependency as permanent. The impaired role is not a
normative one or one prescribed by the medical model, but is a role a disabled
person is allowed to slip into as the passage of time weakens the assumptions of
the sick role. The dependency creating features of the medical model and the
impaired role are most pronounced in institutional settings.
Quote:

“Patients are encouraged to follow instructions, rules and regulations.
Compliance is highly valued, and individualistic behavior is discouraged.
The "good" patient is the individual who respectfully follows instructions
and does not disagree with the staff. On the other hand, the patient who
constantly asks for a dime for the pay phone, a postage stamp, or a pass
to leave the institution on personal business, tends to be treated as a
nuisance or labeled "manipulative." Patients do not make their own
appointments, keep their own medical charts, or take their own
medications. Responsibility for these things is legally vested in the
institution. Yet on the day of discharge, the patient is expected to suddenly
assume control of his own health care and life decision-making. Corcoran,
1978.”

Does this quote bring to mind other service providers (besides institutions) which
create the same role for the person with the disability?
Rehabilitation originates in the medical model and flows from "medical" practice. This is
one reason why a medical evaluation or diagnostic is necessary for service delivery.
Independent Living originates in reactions to the dehumanizing process inherent in the
medical model and to the need for civil rights, equal access and equal opportunity.
Centers for Independent Living represent the reality of this reaction. They also represent
the convergence of five other social movements of the 1960s -- the period of U.S.
history which saw great social change as mentioned above. According to Gerben
DeJong in his paper, "The Movement for Independent Living: Origins, Ideology and
Implications for Disability Research," these five social movements created the
necessary atmosphere for the current activities of both the disability rights movement
and the development of centers for independent living. Centers still emphasize the
primary principles of these other five movements in their services and advocacy
approach.
Starting with the Center for Independent Living (CIL) in Berkeley, California in the late
1960s, disability rights and independent living concepts merged into one operational
organization. Essentially individuals with disabilities joined together to protest their
exclusion from society's mainstream and to demand more humane, non-medical
attention from the nation's service delivery system. By 1972, there were at least five
states where CILs similar to the Berkeley model had been established. These new
organizations, run by people with disabilities for people with disabilities, were trying to
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respond to a rising demand from the disabled community for control over their own
services.
Since most traditional rehabilitation programs are built upon the "medical model" of
service delivery, the disability rights and independent living movement promotes a
completely different approach to service delivery. Independent living as a movement is
quite unique compared to existing programs and facilities serving people with
disabilities. Centers for independent living across the nation are working toward
changing their communities rather than "fixing" the person with a disability. CILs were
originally defined by the first CIL in Berkeley and now are commonly referred to as
consumer-controlled, community-based, non-residential not-for-profit organizations
providing both individualized services and systems advocacy.
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THE
REHABILITATION ACT
OF 1973
AS AMENDED

The following selection was taken from:
“The Independent Living Movement:
History and Philosophy to
Implementation and Practice”
by Maggie Shreve
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Title VII of the Rehabilitation Act
The Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as Amended in 1986, included the following parts:
1. Title VII Part A funds services for independent living rehabilitation (oxymoron) to
individuals determined "eligible" for such services; parallels Title I (vocational
rehabilitation program); based upon the medical/rehabilitation paradigm.
2. Title VII Part B was written to establish centers which operate with the IL
philosophy, basing programs on the independent living paradigm; however, Part
B grants have gone to single disability organizations, state agency operated
centers, rehabilitation hospitals, and developmental disability group home
operators -- none of which operate under the IL philosophy or paradigm.
3. Title VII Part C funds programs of service for older blind adults -- a contradiction
of the cross disability focus of the movement.
4. Title VII Part D (un-funded until 1990) provides funds for "protection and
advocacy of individual rights," but denies CILs access to these funds because
they are recipients of Title VII funds -- even though consumers of CIL services
are already "protected" by the mandated client assistance project (CAP) for any
grievances against a specific center or center service. These funds could have
been used by centers to buy "protection and advocacy" (or legal) services for CIL
consumers by allowing the CIL to hire an attorney on staff or to contract with a
local law firm.
The Rehabilitation Act of 1992 dramatically changed the structure and flow of Title VII
money to the states for centers and for services. (See chart on next page for
comparison of the "old Title VII" and the new.) Included in the current draft are the
following critical changes:
1. Statewide Independent Living Councils (SILC) -- There will be new statewide
independent living councils which will have broader responsibilities and "real"
authority, such as:
a. co-sign off authority for the state plan;
b. members will be appointed by the governor;
c. one member must be the executive director of a CIL who is selected by
other center directors within the state;
d. others on the council will include representatives of appropriate state
agencies, including vocational rehabilitation and blind agencies, but they
will be non-voting members;
e. it will be consumer controlled, with at least 51 percent of the members
being people with disabilities (not counting people who work for centers or
state agency representatives, even if they have disabilities); and,
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f. and last, but by no means least, it will have staff to supervise, evaluate
and assist in carrying out the SILC's duties.
Systems Change -- The new Act contains a section that is considerably different
than the past Title VII Part A. It is a new Part B and will be used to demonstrate
new ways to expand and improve independent living services. Money to support
new and innovative approaches to service delivery may be drawn from either
Title VII Part B or the new Part C under Title I ("Strategic Planning: Innovation
and Expansion Grants"). The state vocational rehabilitation agency and the
statewide independent living council will jointly develop a plan for such projects.
For example, these projects could include demonstrations on how independent
living services can be delivered in an underserved portion of the state.
Centers for Independent Living -- One significant change in the new
amendments is that organizations receiving CIL funds must meet National
Council on Disability (NCD) standards, slightly revised from earlier versions. Key
definitions, standards and assurances are all spelled out in the new Title VII and
have been altered to fit the philosophical and experiential base the movement
now has. Funding for CILs comes from the Senate version's new Title VII Part C
(replacing the old Part B). Centers currently receiving Title VII Part B funds who
can meet the NCD standards will continue to receive funds under the new law.
As long as the centers meet standards, they will continue to receive funds. If a
center does not meet standards after the first year, the Feds or states can pull
their funds with only 90 days notice!
Methods of Funding -- How a center gets its money depends upon the level of
state funding going into center operations. If a state contributes an amount equal
to or greater than its current Title VII Part B allotment, then the state could
continue to receive the federal dollars for distribution to centers. If the state is not
contributing an equal amount, then funding goes directly from RSA, through
regional offices, to the centers in that state. Even if a state is contributing more
than the Feds, it could elect to allow the CIL funding to go directly from RSA to
the CILs by not applying for the money itself.
Employability -- Many independent living advocates wanted employment
feasibility criteria removed from the Act altogether, but recognized that this could
set up the rehabilitation system as a funding source for individuals who have no
intent of pursuing a vocational goal. This could have meant that people could use
its funds inconsistent with the Act's basic purpose. For example, someone with a
terminal illness could apply for funds to cover surgical expenses. But significant
changes were made to the "employment feasibility" issue in other ways.
One significant change involves who is responsible for proving that an individual
with a disability is employable or can benefit from vocational rehabilitation
services. Generally referred to as "presumption of benefit," the new law places
the burden to prove that an individual cannot benefit from VR services on the VR
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counselor. The counselor must have "clear and convincing evidence" that a
person cannot benefit -- this is the highest civil standard in law. If there is
confusion or doubt about eligibility because of the severity of an individual's
disability, then the consumer can receive services through an extended
evaluation period for up to 18 months, with an evaluation every three months to
determine progress. Also, a counselor must determine eligibility in a "reasonable
amount of time" but no longer than 60 days.
IWRP -- The new law requires that the "individualized written rehabilitation plan"
(IWRP) be "jointly developed, agreed upon and signed" by the counselor and the
consumer. An innovation here -- the IWRP must include a statement by the
consumer, in his or her own words (or the words of a legal parent or guardian),
describing how he or she was informed of options and how goals and objectives
for the plan were selected. And there must be "consumer choice" over vocational
rehabilitation options and services, including the use of vendors not previously
authorized or used by the state vocational rehabilitation agency.
State Rehabilitation Advisory Councils -- This is new. A consumer advisory
council is established to be involved in the decision-making process, including
helping to select impartial hearing officers. The council will be appointed by the
governor and composed of a designated representative of the statewide
independent living council (SILC) as well as others from public and private
organizations involved in rehabilitation.
The Rehabilitation Act needs radical reform if the IL paradigm is to be retained
and reinforced in pursuit of equal access and equal opportunity. The Act of 1992
is a major beginning. It says, in law that CILs must:
1. Establish themselves as private, not-for-profit organizations governed by an
independent board of directors;
2. Be community-based and community responsive;
3. Maintain a majority of people with disabilities on their boards of directors and
on their staff;
4. Truly represent different disability groups; be cross-disability in approach and
composition;
5. Provide services, including the "core services" of information and referral,
individual and systems, advocacy, independent living skills training, and peer
counseling, which are directed by "consumers" themselves; and
6. Advocate for systems change, laws, regulations, policies and procedures
which create and maintain equal access for people with disabilities who want
to live independently in the communities of their choice.
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The
Paradigm Shift
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The "Independent Living Paradigm"
MEDICAL MODEL, REHABILITATION, COMMUNITY
ASSISTANCE (service delivery system), CHARITY
PARADIGM

INDEPENDENT LIVING, DISABILITY RIGHTS,
DISABILITY CULTURE, DISABILITY PRIDE
PARADIGM

Definition
of the
problem

physical or mental impairment; lack of vocational skill,
lack of education, lack of socio-economic status, lack
of political and cultural skills

dependence upon professionals, family members and
others; hostile attitudes and environments; lack of legal
protection; lack of recognition of inherent worth of
people with disabilities (stereotypes).

Locus of
the
problem

In the individual (individual is "broken" or "sick" and
needs to "fixed" or "cured" to "fit" into society)

in the socio-economic, political, and cultural
environment; in the physical environment; in the
medical, rehabilitation, service delivery or charity
processes themselves (dependency-creating).

Solution
to the
problem

professional interventions; treatment; "case
management" or volunteer work based on pity and
related attitudes

1) advocacy; 2) barrier removal; 3) consumer-control
over options and services; 4) peer role models and
leaders;
5) self-help -- all leading to equitable
socio-economic, cultural and political options.

Social
role
of person

individual with a disability is a "patient," "client," or
recipient of charity; in many situations, the social role is
non-existent

family and community members; "consumers" or
"customers," "users" of services and products -- just like
anyone else.

Who
controls

Professional

person with the disability or his/her choice of another
individual or group.

Desired
outcomes

maximum self-care (or "ADL" -- activities of daily living
as used in occupational therapeutic sense); gainful
employment in the vocational rehabilitation system; no
"social misfits" or no "manipulative clients"

independence through control over ACCEPTABLE
options for living in an integrated community of choice;
pride in unique talents and attributes of each individual;
positive disability identity.

This paradigm was originally developed in 1978 by Gerben DeJong, now with the National Rehabilitation
Hospital in Washington, D.C. It has been modified since then by Maggie Shreve, an organization development
consultant working in the field of disability rights out of Chicago, and Steve Brown, a disability policy
consultant and principle co-owner of the Institute for Disability Culture in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS
AND
DISABILITY LEGISLATION
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1964--Civil Rights Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, religion,
ethnicity, national origin, and creed; later, gender was added as a protected class.
1968--Architectural Barriers Act: prohibits architectural barriers in all federally
owned or leased buildings.
1970--Urban Mass Transit Act: requires that all new mass transit vehicles be
equipped with wheelchair lifts. As mentioned earlier, it was twenty years, primarily
because of machinations of the American Public Transit Association (APTA), before
the part of the law requiring wheelchair lifts was implemented.
1973--Rehabilitation Act: particularly Title V, Sections 501, 503, and 504, prohibits
discrimination in federal programs and services and all other programs or services
receiving federal funding.
1975--Developmental Disabilities Bill of Rights Act: among other things,
establishes Protection and Advocacy services (P & A).
1975--Education of All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142): requires free,
appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment possible for children
with disabilities. This law is now called the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA).
1978--Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act: provides for consumer-controlled
centers for independent living.
1983--Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act: provides for the Client Assistance
Program (CAP), an advocacy program for consumers of rehabilitation and
independent living services.
1985--Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act: requires protection and advocacy services
(P & A) for people with mental illness.
1988--Civil Rights Restoration Act: counteracts bad case law by clarifying
Congress’ original intention that under the Rehabilitation Act, discrimination in ANY
program or service that is a part of an entity receiving federal funding--not just the
part which actually and directly receives the funding--is illegal.
1988--Air Carrier Access Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in
air travel and provides for equal access to air transportation services.
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1988--Fair Housing Amendments Act: prohibits discrimination in housing against
people with disabilities and families with children. Also provides for architectural
accessibility of certain new housing units, renovation of existing units, and
accessibility modifications at the renter’s expense.
1988 -- The Technical-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act
(the “Tech-Act”): authorized federal funds to states to plan and develop consumerresponsive assistance for individuals with functional deficits or disabilities.
1990--Americans with Disabilities Act: provides comprehensive civil rights
protection for people with disabilities; closely modeled after the Civil Rights Act and
the Section 504 of Title V of the Rehabilitation Act and its regulations.
1990--The Television Decoder Circuitry Act requires closed caption decoders to
be part of all televisions with screens 13 inches and larger.
1992--Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act: provides for greater consumer
control through the development of Statewide Independent Living Councils (SILCs).
Title I presumption of eligibility and 60-day eligibility determination period.
1993--National Voter Registration Act: Also known as the "Motor Voter Act” One
of the basic purposes of the act is to increase the historically low registration rates of
people with disabilities that have resulted from discrimination. The act requires all
offices of state-funded programs that are primarily engaged in providing services to
people with disabilities to provide all program applicants with voter registration
forms, to assist them in completing the forms, and to transmit completed forms to the
appropriate state official.
1997--Reauthorization of IDEA: To strengthen and improve education programs
and services for children with disabilities.
1997—Civil Rights Of Institutionalized Persons Act (CRIPA): Authorizes the U.S.
Attorney General to investigate conditions of confinement at state and local
government institutions such as prisons, jails, pretrial detention centers, juvenile
correctional facilities, publicly operated nursing homes, and institutions for people
with psychiatric or developmental disabilities
1998-- Workforce Investment Act / Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act:
The Workforce Investment Act (WIA) passed combining all previous labor training
and education acts, such as JPTA into one Act. The act established “one-stop” shop
to assist displaced workers in finding employment. The Rehabilitation Act was
included in full as Title IV of WIA.
1999--Ticket to Work and Work Incentive Improvement Act: Removes barriers
that have required people with disabilities to choose between health care coverage
and work. The law also increases consumer choice in obtaining rehabilitation and
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vocational services through the establishment of a Ticket to Work and SelfSufficiency program.
1999--Telecommunications Act: An amendment to the Communications Act of
1934 requiring manufacturers of telecommunications equipment and providers of
telecommunications services to ensure equipments and services are accessible for
people with disabilities. This includes television shows to have close caption and
cell phones compatible with hearing aids.
2002—Help America Vote Act: States must meet new federal requirements,
including provisional ballots, statewide computerized voter lists, "second chance"
voting, and disability access. States will receive federal funds for these purposes
and to improve the administration of elections.
2002-- Farm Security and Investment Act: The new law authorizes the AgrAbility
program until 2007. This is a program funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture
to help farmers with disabilities remain in farming
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SELECTED SIGNIFICANT
DATES IN INDEPENDENT
LIVING HISTORY

SELECTED SIGNIFICANT DATES IN INDEPENDENT LIVING HISTORY was created
by Steven E. Brown. Some additional material was incorporated from the timeline,
CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS, by Gina McDonald and Mike Oxford.
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1918: The Smith-Sears Veterans Vocational Rehabilitation Act establishes a federal
vocational rehabilitation program for disabled soldiers.
1920: The Fess-Smith Civilian Vocational Rehabilitation Act is passed, creating a
vocational rehabilitation program for disabled civilians.
1921: The American Foundation for the Blind is founded.
1927: Franklin Roosevelt co-founds the Warm Springs Foundation at Warm Springs,
Georgia.
The U.S. Supreme Court, in Buck v. Bell, rules that the forced sterilization of
people with disabilities is not a violation of their constitutional rights.
1929: Seeing Eye establishes the first dog guide school for blind people in the United
States.
1932: Disabled American Veterans is chartered by Congress to represent disabled
veterans in their dealings with the federal government.
1933: Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the first seriously physically disabled person ever to
be elected as a head of government, is sworn into office as president of the
United States.
1936: Passage of the Randolph Sheppard Act establishes a federal program for
employing blind vendors at stands in the lobbies of federal office buildings.
1937: Herbert A. Everest and Harry C. Jennings patent a design for a folding wheelchair
with an X-frame that can be packed into a car trunk.
1940: The National Federation of the Blind is formed in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, by
Jacobs and other blind advocates.
The American Federation of the Physically Handicapped is founded by Paul
Strachan as the nation's first cross-disability, national political organization.
1944: Howard Rusk is assigned to the U.S. Army Air Force Convalescent Center in
Pawling, New York, where he begins a rehabilitation program for disabled
airmen. First dubbed "Rusk's Folly" by the medical establishment, rehabilitation
medicine becomes a new medical specialty.
1945: President Harry Truman signs a joint congressional resolution calling for the
creation of an annual National Employ the Handicapped Week.
1956: Accent on Living begins publication.
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1958: Gini Laurie becomes editor of the Toomeyville Gazette at the Toomey Pavilion
Polio Rehabilitation Center. Eventually renamed the Rehabilitation Gazette, this
grassroots publication becomes an early voice for disability rights.
1960: The first Paralympic Games, under the auspices of the International Paralympic
Committee (IPC), are held in Rome, Italy.
1961: The American Council of the Blind is formally organized.
The American National Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI) publishes American
Standard Specifications for Making Buildings Accessible to, and Usable by, the
Physically Handicapped.
1962: Edward V. Roberts becomes the first severely disabled student at the University
of California at Berkeley.
1963: South Carolina passes the first statewide architectural access code.
1964: Civil Rights Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity,
national origin, and creed -- later, gender was added as a protected class.
Robert H. Weitbrecht invents the "acoustic coupler," enabling teletypewriter
messages to be sent via standard telephone lines. This invention makes possible
the widespread use of teletypewriters for the deaf.
1968: The Architectural Barriers Act is passed, mandating that federally constructed
buildings and facilities be accessible to people with physical disabilities. This act
is generally considered to be the first ever federal disability rights legislation.
1970: Nursing home resident Max Starkloff founds Paraquad in St Louis.
Disabled in Action is founded in New York City by Judith Heumann, after her
successful employment discrimination suit against the city's public school
system.
The Physically Disabled Students Program (PDSP) is founded by Ed Roberts,
John Hessler, Hale Zukas and others at the University of California at Berkeley.
Congress passes the Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act, declaring it a
"national policy that elderly and handicapped persons have the same right as
other persons to utilize mass transportation facilities and services." The law
contains no provision for enforcement.
1971: The National Center for Law and the Handicapped is founded at the University of
Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana, becoming the first legal advocacy center for
people with disabilities in the United States.
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1972: The Center for Independent Living (CIL) is founded in Berkeley, California.
The Houston Cooperative Living Residential Project is established in Houston,
Texas.
1973: The first handicap parking stickers are introduced in Washington, D.C.
Rehabilitation Act: particularly Title V, Sections 501, 503, and 504, prohibits
discrimination in federal programs and services and all other programs or
services receiving federal funding.
The Architectural and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board is established
under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 to enforce the Architectural Barriers Act of
1968.
1974: Halderman v. Pennhurst is filed in Pennsylvania on behalf of the residents of the
Pennhurst State School Hospital. The case, highlighting the horrific conditions at
state "schools" for people with mental retardation, becomes an important
precedent in the battle for deinstitutionalization, establishing a right to community
services for people with developmental disabilities.
The first convention of People First is held in Salem, Oregon. People First
becomes the largest U.S. organization composed of and led by people with
cognitive disabilities.
North Carolina passes a statewide building code with stringent access
requirements drafted by access advocate Ronald Mace. This code becomes a
model for effective architectural access legislation in other states. Mace founds
Barrier Free Environments to advocate for accessibility in buildings and products.
1975: Congress passes the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill of Rights Act,
providing federal funds to programs serving people with developmental
disabilities and outlining a series of rights for those who are institutionalized. The
lack of an enforcement mechanism within the bill and subsequent court decisions
will, however, render this portion of the act virtually useless to disability rights
advocates.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Pub. Law 94-142) is passed,
establishing the right of children with disabilities to a public school education in
an integrated environment. The act is a cornerstone of federal disability rights
legislation. In the next two decades, millions of disabled children will be educated
under its provisions, radically changing the lives of people in the disability
community.
The American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities is founded. It becomes the
preeminent national cross-disability rights organization of the 1970s.
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The Association of Persons with Severe Handicaps (TASH) is founded by special
education professionals responding to PARC v. Pennsylvania (1972) and
subsequent right-to-education cases. The organization will eventually call for the
end of aversive behavior modification and the closing of all residential institutions
for people with disabilities.
The Atlantis Community is founded in Denver as a group housing program for
severely disabled adults who, until that time, had been forced to live in nursing
homes.
Mainstream: Magazine of the Able-Disabled begins publication in San Diego.
Edward Roberts becomes the director of the California Department of
Rehabilitation. He moves to establish nine independent living centers across that
state, based on the model of the original Center for Independent Living in
Berkeley. The success of these centers demonstrates that independent living can
be replicated and eventually results in the founding of hundreds of independent
living centers all over the world.
1976: Passage of an amendment to Higher Education Act of 1972 provides services to
physically disabled students entering college.
The Disability Rights Center is founded in Washington, D.C. Sponsored by
Ralph Nader's Center for the Study of Responsive Law, it specializes in
consumer protection for people with disabilities.
1977: President Jimmy Carter appoints Max Cleland to head the U.S. Veterans
Administration, making Cleland the first severely disabled (as well as the
youngest) person to fill that position.
The White House Conference on Handicapped Individuals brings together 3,000
disabled people to discuss federal policy toward people with disabilities. This first
ever gathering of its kind results in numerous recommendations and acts as a
catalyst for grassroots disability rights organizing.
Passage of the Legal Services Corporation Act Amendments adds financially
needy people with disabilities to the list of those eligible for publicly funded legal
services.
1978: Disability rights activists in Denver stage a sit-in demonstration, blocking several
Denver Regional Transit Authority buses to protest the complete inaccessibility of
that city's mass transit system.
Title VII of the Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1978 establishes the first
federal funding for independent living and creates the National Council of the
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Handicapped under the U.S. Department of Education. Also provides for
consumer-controlled centers for independent living.
On Our Own: Patient Controlled Alternatives to the Mental Health System is
published. Written by Judi Chamberlin, it becomes a standard text of the
psychiatric survivor movement.
1979: Funding of the first ten independent living centers funded through the
Rehabilitation Act.
The U.S. Supreme Court, in Southeastern Community College v. Davis, rules
that, under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, programs receiving
federal funds must make "reasonable modifications" to enable the participation of
otherwise qualified disabled individuals. This decision is the Court's first ruling on
Section 504, and it establishes reasonable modification as an important principle
in disability rights law.
Marilyn Hamilton, Jim Okamoto and Don Helman produce their "Quickie"
lightweight folding wheelchair, revolutionizing manual wheelchair design.
The Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund (DREDF) is founded in
Berkeley, California, becoming the nation's preeminent disability rights legal
advocacy center and participating in much of the landmark litigation and lobbying
of the 1980s and 1990s.
Self Help for Hard of Hearing People, Inc., is founded in Bethesda, Maryland, by
Howard "Rocky" Stone.
1980: The first issue of the Disability Rag (now Ragged Edge) is published in Louisville,
Kentucky.
Disabled Peoples' International is founded in Singapore, with the participation of
advocates from Canada and the United States.
1981: The International Year of Disabled Persons begins with speeches before the
United Nations General Assembly. During the year, governments are
encouraged to sponsor programs bringing people with disabilities into the
mainstream of their societies.
In an editorial in the New York Times, Evan Kemp, Jr., attacks the Jerry Lewis
National Muscular Dystrophy Association Telethon, writing that "the very human
desire for cures can never justify a television show that reinforces a stigma
against disabled people."
1981-1984: The parents of "Baby Doe" in Bloomington, Indiana, are advised by their
doctors to deny a surgical procedure to unblock their newborn's esophagus
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because the baby has Down syndrome. Although disability rights activists try to
intervene, Baby Doe starves to death before legal action can be taken. The case
prompts the Reagan administration to issue regulations calling for the creation of
"Baby Doe squads" to safeguard the civil rights of disabled newborns.
The Telecommunications for the Disabled Act mandates telephone access for
deaf and hard-of-hearing people at important public places, such as hospitals
and police stations, and that all coin-operated phones be hearing aid-compatible
by January 1985. It also calls for state subsidies for production and distribution of
TDDs (telecommunications devices for the deaf), more commonly referred to as
TTYs.
The National Council on Independent Living is formed to advocate on behalf of
independent living centers and the independent living movement.
1983: The Disabled Children's Computer Group (DCCG) is founded in Berkeley,
California.
Ed Roberts, Judy Heumann and Joan Leon found the World Institute on Disability
in Oakland, California.
Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act: provides for the Client Assistance
Program (CAP), an advocacy program for consumers of rehabilitation and
independent living services.
American Disabled for Accessible Public Transit (ADAPT) is organized at the
Atlantis Community headquarters in Denver, Colorado. For the next seven years
ADAPT conducts a civil disobedience campaign against the American Public
Transit Association (APTA) and various local public transit authorities to protest
the lack of accessible public transportation.
The United Nations expands the International Year of Disabled Persons into the
International Decade of Disabled Persons, to last from 1983 to 1992.
1984: George Murray becomes the first wheelchair athlete to be featured on the
Wheaties cereal box.
The Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act mandates that
polling places be accessible or that ways be found to enable elderly and disabled
people to exercise their right to vote. Advocates find that the act is difficult, if not
impossible, to enforce.
1985: Wry Crips, a radical disability theatre group, is founded in California.
The U.S. Supreme Court rules, in City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Center,
that localities cannot use zoning laws to prohibit group homes for people with
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developmental disabilities from opening in a residential area solely because its
residents are disabled.
Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act: requires protection and advocacy services
(P & A) for people with mental illness.
The National Association of Psychiatric Survivors is founded.
Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act is passed.
1986: The Air Carrier Access Act is passed, prohibiting airlines from refusing to serve
people simply because they are disabled and from charging them more for
airfare than non-disabled travelers.
The National Council on the Handicapped issues Toward Independence, a report
outlining the legal status of Americans with disabilities, documenting the
existence of discrimination and citing the need for federal civil rights legislation
(what will eventually be passed as the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990).
Concrete Change, a grassroots organization advocating for accessible housing,
is organized in Atlanta, Georgia. The Protection and Advocacy for Mentally Ill
Individuals Act is passed, setting up protection and advocacy agencies for people
who are in-patients or residents of mental health facilities.
The Society for Disability Studies is founded.
The Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1986 define supported employment as a
"legitimate rehabilitation outcome."
1987: Marlee Matlin wins an Oscar for her performance in Children of a Lesser God.
The AXIS Dance Troupe is founded in Oakland, California.
The US. Supreme Court, in School Board of Nassau County, Fla. v. Arline,
outlines the rights of people with contagious diseases under Title V of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973. It establishes that people with infectious diseases
cannot be fired from their jobs "because of prejudiced attitude or ignorance of
others."
1988: Students at Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., organize a week-long shutdown and occupation of their campus to demand selection of a deaf president
after the Gallaudet board of trustees appoints a non-deaf person as president of
the university. On March 13, the Gallaudet administration announces that I. King
Jordan will be the University's first deaf president.
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Air Carrier Access Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in air
travel and provides for equal access to air transportation services.
The Technology-Related Assistance Act for Individuals with Disabilities is
passed, authorizing federal funding to state projects designed to facilitate access
to assistive technology.
The Fair Housing Amendments Act adds people with disabilities to those groups
protected by federal fair housing legislation and establishes minimum standards
of adaptability for newly constructed multiple-dwelling housing.
Congress overturns President Ronald Reagan's veto of the Civil Rights
Restoration Act of 1987. The act undoes the Supreme Court decision in Grove
City v. Bell and other decisions limiting the scope of federal civil rights law,
including Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. States that discrimination
in ANY program or service that is a part of an entity receiving federal funding -not just the part which actually and directly receives the funding –is illegal.
1989: The Center for Universal Design (originally the Center for Accessible Housing) is
founded by Ronald Mace in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Mouth: The Voice of Disability Rights begins publication in Rochester, New York.
1990: The Americans with Disabilities Act is signed by President George Bush on July
26 in a ceremony on the White House lawn witnessed by thousands of disability
rights activists. The law is the most sweeping disability rights legislation in
history, for the first time bringing full legal citizenship to Americans with
disabilities. It mandates that local, state, and federal governments and programs
be accessible, that businesses with more than 15 employees make "reasonable
accommodations" for disabled workers, that public accommodations such as
restaurants and stores make "reasonable modifications" to ensure access for
disabled members of the public. The act also mandates access in public
transportation, communication and other areas of public life.
The Ryan White Comprehensive AIDS Resources Emergency Act is passed to
help localities cope with the burgeoning HIV/AIDS epidemic.
With passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act, American Disabled for
Accessible Public Transit (ADAPT) changes its focus to advocating for personal
assistance services and changes its name to American Disabled for Attendant
Programs Today.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act is amended and renamed the
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).
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1991: Jerry's Orphans stages its first annual picket of the Jerry Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy Association Telethon.
1993: Robert Williams becomes commissioner of the Administration on Developmental
Disabilities, the first developmentally disabled person to hold that post.
1995: Justice for All is founded in Washington, D.C.
When Billy Broke His Head... and Other Tale of Wonder premiers on PBS. The
film is, for many, an introduction to the concept of disability rights and the
disability rights movement.
The American Association of People with Disabilities is founded in Washington,
D.C.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, in Helen L. v. Snider, rules that
the continued publicly funded institutionalization of a disabled Pennsylvania
woman in a nursing home, when not medically necessary and where the state of
Pennsylvania could offer her the option of home care, is a violation of her rights
under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.
Sandra Jensen, a member of People First, is denied a heart-lung transplant by
the Stanford University School of Medicine because she has Down syndrome.
After pressure from disability rights activists, administrators there reverse their
decision, and, in January 1996, Jensen becomes the first person with Down
syndrome to receive a heart-lung transplant.
1996: Not Dead Yet is formed by disabled advocates to oppose Jack Kevorkian and the
proponents of assisted suicide for people with disabilities.
Sen. Robert Dole becomes the first person with a visible disability since Franklin
Roosevelt to run for president of the United States. Unlike Roosevelt, he publicly
acknowledges the extent of his disability. He is defeated by incumbent Bill
Clinton.
Disabled Persons' Independence Movement--Oral History of the Berkeley
Movement is funded by the National Institute on Disability Research and
Rehabilitation.
1999: Jack Kevorkian is sentenced for murder. He has been a proponent for and a
practitioner of what is called "physician-assisted suicide."
About 50 disability advocates gathered in Louisville, KY, to discuss methods to
bring disability issues more effectively to the media at the 1999 May Media
Meeting.
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Very Special Arts changes its name to VSA Arts.
Groups from all over the United States are planning Spirit of ADA, to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of the signing of the ADA, 25th anniversary of IDEA, 25th
anniversary of the American Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities (ACCD) and
the 50th anniversary of Arc.
--for a more comprehensive list see: http://www.sfsu.edu/~hrdpu/chron.htm
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Appendix A:
Agencies & Organizations
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FEDERAL — INDEPENDENT LIVING
The US Department of Education (DOE) is the federal department in whose budget
money is made available for Independent living.
DOE houses several agencies. The Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Services (OSERS) supports programs that assist in educating children with disabilities,
provides for the rehabilitation of youth and adults with disabilities, and supports
research to improve the lives of individuals with disabilities.
Under OSERS are two programs that assist with independent living:
1) The National Institute on Disability Rehabilitation and Research (NIDRR)
conducts the research work of OSERS. It is a good source for start-up grants to assist
in new programming.
2) The Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) is responsible for planning,
developing and implementing the rules, policies and guidelines for several programs,
including Vocational Rehabilitation and independent living.
RSA monitors and assists with the distribution of Part B and Part C dollars. (These are
two parts of Title VII of the 1992 Reauthorization of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act).
• Part B money is assigned to each state for the purpose of filling gaps in independent
living services. The dissemination of that money is determined by the Statewide Plan for
Independent Living (SPIL) which is written by the Statewide Independent Living Council
(SILC) and the Designated State Unit (DSU) in each state. (Most DSUs are the Division
of Vocational Rehabilitation In the state). Some states have two DSUs.
• Part C money is given directly to centers for independent living (CILs).
CILs must meet the Assurances and Standards set forth in the 1992 Reauthorization.
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Organizational Chart
Secretary of Education

Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services

RSA

NIDRR

Special Projects Division

Independent Living Branch

A more detailed organizational chart is available at
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices.jsp

ILRU Resource Files is published by the IL Net. Substantial support for development of this publication
was provided by the Rehabilitation Services Administration, U.S. Department of Education. The content is
the responsibility of ILRU and no official endorsement of the Department of Education should be inferred.
To obtain this publication in alternate formats, contact ILRU, 2323 S. shepherd, Suite 1000, Houston,
Texas 77019; (713) 520-0232 (v); (713) 520-5136 (TTY); (713) 520-5785 (fax); or email ilru@ilru.org. Or
check our website at http://www.ilru.org.
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Who's Who at the U.S. Department of Education
ILRU Resource Files: Information for the
independent living community from the IL Net
Funds for programs authorized under Title VII of the Rehabilitation Act, including
centers for independent living, are administered by the Rehabilitation Services
Administration, which is a program component of the Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS). OSERS is part of the U.S. Department of
Education.
To help you keep track of the players, the offices they represent and their
relationship to one another, the IL Net has compiled this list of Who's Who at the
Department of Education. Program descriptions and staff biographies were taken
from the Department of Education Website, www.ed.gov.

Rod Paige
Secretary of Education
Secretary Paige became the superintendent of schools of Houston Independent
School District (HISD) in 1994. As superintendent, Secretary Paige created the
Peer Examination, Evaluation, and Redesign (PEER) program, which solicits
recommendations from business and community professionals for strengthening
school support services and programs. He launched a system of charter schools
that have broad authority in decisions regarding staffing, textbooks, and
materials. He saw to it that HISD paid teachers salaries competitive with those
offered by other large Texas school districts. Secretary Paige made HISD the
first school district in the state to institute performance contracts modeled on
those in the private sector, whereby senior staff members' continued employment
with HISD is based on their performance. He also introduced teacher incentive
pay, which rewards teachers for outstanding performance and creative solutions
to educational problems.

Troy Justesen, Acting Assistant Secretary
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services
Troy Justesen is the Acting Assistant Secretary for special education and
rehabilitative services. OSERS assists in the education of disabled children and
the rehabilitation of disabled adults and conducts research to improve the lives of
disabled persons regardless of age. He most recently served as associate
director for domestic policy at the White House where he was responsible for
providing management and direction in the implementation of Bush’s New
Freedom Initiative. Justesen holds a bachelor’s degree in education and a
master’s in vocational rehabilitation counseling from Utah State University in
Logan, as well as a doctorate of education from Vanderbilt University. He began
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his career as an assistive technology at the Northern Utah Center for
Independent Living in Logan.

Joanne M. Wilson, Commissioner
Rehabilitation Services Administration
Joanne M. Wilson is the commissioner of the Rehabilitation Services
Administration (RSA), in the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative
Services. The Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) oversees programs
that help individuals with physical or mental disabilities to obtain employment
through the provision of such supports as counseling, medical and psychological
services, job training, and other individualized services. RSA's major formula
grant program provides funds to state vocational rehabilitation agencies to
provide employment-related services for individuals with disabilities, giving
priority to individuals who are severely disabled. Since 1985 Wilson has been
director of the Louisiana Center for the Blind, which she founded as the state's
first adult orientation and adjustment training facility and independent living
center for the blind. She has also served as a consultant to the Connecticut
Board of Education and Services for the Blind, the New Jersey Orientation and
Adjustment Center for the Blind, and the New York Commission for the Blind.
Wilson has a master's degree in guidance and counseling and administration
from Iowa State University. She was an elementary school teacher in Ames,
Iowa, where she taught both blind and sighted children, and a continuing
education instructor at Louisiana Tech University.
Tim Muzzio, Director
RSA Special Projects Division
The Special Projects Division (SPD) develops and interpret regulations, policies,
and guidelines and coordinates and provides direction for RSA program activities
designed to expand and improve rehabilitation services for persons with
disabilities. SPD staff develop appropriate mechanisms to ensure that successful
outcomes of such activities are integrated into the practices of rehabilitation
agencies. Division staff also administer special projects for Supported
Employment, migrant and seasonal farm workers and their families, Projects
With Industry (PWI), recreation projects, and all programs related to Independent
Living.
James Billy, Chief
Independent Living Branch
Staff in the Independent Living Branch administer IL programs under Title VII of
the Rehabilitation Act Living Programs. They develop and interpret regulations
and policies for Independent Living (IL) programs; develop guidelines and
provide technical assistance to applicants for and grantees of Independent Living
programs; provide guidance and technical assistance to Regional Offices staff for
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State agencies and Centers for Independent Living projects; establish data
gathering methods and monitoring guides for IL programs; maintain liaison with
consumer organizations to foster development of independent living services;
collaborate with the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR) concerning research findings and their application to enhance the IL
options for persons with significant disabilities; and disseminate findings and
effective practices resulting from IL program activities to other RSA offices,
Regional Office staff, State agencies, Centers for Independent Living and other
public and private agencies and practitioners.
Steven James Tingus, Director
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
As director of the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR), Tingus will serve as chief advisor to Assistant Secretary for Special
Education and direct research programs and activities related to maximizing
employment and independent living opportunities for disabled individuals of all
ages. In addition, Tingus will manage all NIDRR activities. His responsibilities will
include preparing a long-range plan for rehabilitation research; directing funding
and resources for research and training centers; evaluating current and future
operating programs; and disseminating new research related to disabilities and
effective rehabilitation policies and practices. Prior to joining the Education
Department, Tingus served as director of resource development and public policy
director for assistive technology at the California Foundation for Independent
Living Centers. In that capacity, Tingus developed and implemented model
policies and activities to broaden access to assistive technology for persons with
disabilities to help them live independent and productive lives. From 1995-1998,
Tingus served as health care policy analyst in the Office of Long Term Care at
the California Department of Health Services. Tingus earned his Master of
Science degree in physiology from the University of California, Davis, in 1990
and has done work toward his doctoral degree in physiology.
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ADDITIONAL FEDERAL AGENCIES
There are several federal agencies that assist with advocacy for people with
disabilities. The agencies responsible for enforcement of ADA Titles I, II, and III
are the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) and the US
Department of Justice (D0J). These, and many other federal agencies, have a
specific office responsible for investigating ADA and other civil rights issues. It is
the Office of Civil Rights (OCR). When contacting a federal agency for
information about discrimination, it is a good idea to begin with the agency’s
OCR.
The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) is the federal
government’s principal agency for protecting the health of all Americans and
providing essential human services. The agency has over 300 programs,
including National Institutes on Health and the Centers for Disease Control. One
of their agencies Heath Care Financing Administration (HCFA) administers
Medicare and Medicaid.
HOUSING
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is the federal agency responsible for
insuring that every American has a decent, safe, sanitary home and suitable
living environment. They administer several programs that assist individuals who
need affordable housing. One way HUD assists In providing home modifications
to insure accessibility is the Community Development Block Grants (CDBG)
program. CDBG funds are available to communities to pay for the building of
ramps, accessible restrooms, etc. Some municipalities receive the CDBG funds
and provide the modifications. In other areas, CILs receive CDBGs and are able
to pay for home modification.
The foremost advocacy organization for accessible, affordable housing is the
Disability Rights Action Coalition for Housing (DRACH). This is a grassroots
network of people with disabilities, disability advocates, organizations, and
customers of federal programs who have extensive experience in local and
national housing arenas.
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QUICK GUIDE TO ORGANIZATIONS
ABBREV. NAME

CATEGORY

AAPD

American Association of People with Disabilities

Organizations www.aapd.com

ADA

Americans with Disabilities Act

Legislation

www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/adahom1.htm

ADAAG

ADA Accessibility Guidelines

Legislation

www.usdoj.gov/crt/ada/adaag/html/adaag.htm

ADAPT

Organizations www.adapt.org

CAP

Americans with Disabilities for Attendant Programs
Today
Association of Rural Programs for Independent
Living
Architectural Transportation Barriers and
Compliance Board
Client Assistance Program

State

CDBG

Community Development Block Grant

Housing

www.hud.gov/offices/cpd/communitydevelopment

CIL

Center for Independent Living

Federal - IL

www.ilru.org/jump1.htm

DBTAC

Disability Business Technical Assistance Center

Education

1-800-949-4ADA

DHHS

US Department of Health and Human Services

Federal

www.os.dhhs.gov

DOE

US Department of Education

Federal - IL

www.ed.gov

DOJ

US Department of Justice

Federal

www.doj.gov

DRACH

Disability Rights Action Coalition for Housing

Housing

www.libertyresources.org/housing/nac

APRIL
ATBCB

CONTACT INFORMATION

Organizations www.ruralinstitute.umt.edu/april
Legislation

www.access-board.gov

(1-800-949-4232)
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DREDF

Disability Rights Education and Defense Fund

Education

DSU

Designated State Unit

State

EEOC

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Federal

www.eeoc.gov

Garrett

University of Alabama v. Garrett No. 99-1240

Legislation

www.bazelon.org/alabamabreif.html

HCFA

Health Care Financing Administration

Federal

www.hcfa.gov

HUD

Housing and Urban Development

Housing

www.hud.gov

IDEA

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act

Legislation

www.ed.gov/office/OSERS/OSEP/IEP_Guide

Education

www.ilru.org

Education

www.ilru.org

IL Net
ILRU

Independent Living Research and Utilization Project

www.dredf.org

Justice for
All
MiCASSA Medicaid Community Attendant Services and
Supports Act
NAPAS
National Association of Protection and Advocacy
Systems
NCD
National Council on Disability

Organizations www.jfanow.org

Organizations www.ncd.gov

NCIL

National Council on Independent Living

Organizations www.ncil.org

NDY

Not Dead Yet

Organizations www.notdeadyet.org

NIDRR

National Institute on Rehabilitation and Research

Federal - IL

Legislation

www.adapt.org/casaintr.htm

State

www.protectionandadvocacy.com

www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/NIDRR
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NOD

National Organization on Disabilities

Organizations www.nod.org

OCR

Office of Civil Rights

Federal

Olmstead Olmstead v. L.C. No. 98-536

Legislation

www.supct.law.cornell.edu/supct/html/98-536.25.html

OSERS

Federal - IL

www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS

P&A's

Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Services
Protection and Advocacy Office

Part B

Title VII Part B of the 1973 Rehab Act

Federal - IL

Part C

Title VII Part C of the 1973 Rehab Act

Federal - IL

PVA

Paralyzed Veterans of America

Organizations www.pva.org

Rehab Act 1973 Rehabilitation Act as amended in 1992 and
1998
RRCEP
Regional Rehabilitation Continuing Education
Programs
RSA
Rehabilitation Services Administration

State

Legislation

http://trfn.clpgh.org/srac/reports/guide/

Education

www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/RES/programs/RT/catrcep.
html
www.ed.gov/offices/OSERS/RSA

Federal - IL

RTC

Research and Training Center on Independent Living Education

www.rtcil.org

SILC

Statewide Independent Living Council

Federal - IL

www.ilru.org/silc/silcdir.index.html

TWWIIA

Ticket To Work - Work Incentives Improvement Act

Legislation

www.ssa.gov/work/index2.html

WIA

Workforce Investment Act

Legislation

www.usdoj.gov/crt/508/508law.html

WID

World Institute on Disabilities

Organizations www.wid.org
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Appendix B:
Reality Versus Rhetoric
Inventory
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INDEPENDENT LIVING PHILOSOPHY:
REALITY VERSUS RHETORIC TEST
[Editor’s Note: This section originally contained a document co-authored
by Maggie Shreve and June Isaacson Kailes which reflected their
personal view of how the philosophy should be practiced. It was a selfanalysis of how well a center for independent living practices
independent living philosophy. Subsequently, the document was revised
and updated in 1999 by Kailes and can be ordered from her at 6201
Ocean Front Walk, Suite 2, Playa del Rey, California 90293, or online at
http://www.jik.com/resource.html and click on "Independent Living."]
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CASE STUDIES IN INDEPENDENT LIVING PHILOSOPHY
The Age-Old Temptation
You are a member of the board of a small, rural independent living center. The state
health and welfare agency has asked your center to submit an application in response
to a "request for bids" to serve people with HIV infection. The total value of the service
contract is $150,000.
People with HIV or AIDs are under-served in your service area. The board decided to
target outreach to people with HIV or AIDS as part of its last long-term planning
process.
The purpose of the program funding is to provide support services for people with HIV
infections or full blown AIDS so that they can remain in the community. Your board feels
strongly that the center can fulfill the intentions of this program. It wants to serve people
with HIV/AIDS. And, the center can certainly use the funding.
The request for bids contains a number of key requirements that your center will have to
meet to qualify for funding. These include:
1. A qualified, certified social worker with a minimum of a master's degree must
coordinate the program.
2. A registered nurse must be on staff full-time to deal with medical needs of
people who are HIV or who have AIDS.
3. At least two full-time case managers must be employed to do outreach,
counseling, case management and provide related support services to people
with HIV/AIDS.
These requirements do not fit your current personnel policies, job descriptions,
organizational chart or hiring patterns. The center has never required medical degrees
or professional certifications for its positions because of independent living philosophy
or because such certifications may discriminate against qualified people with disabilities.
• As a board member, what issues should be raised in the debate about whether or
not to seek this funding?
• What is your opinion?
• What will the board finally decide?
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CASE STUDIES IN INDEPENDENT LIVING PHILOSOPHY
Changes in Direction
Your center has an effective, working housing committee, composed mostly of
consumers with disabilities. This committee's purpose is to work with staff to secure
adequate, accessible, affordable housing in integrated settings in the community for
people with various types of disabilities. The committee has conducted two highly
successful projects thus far:
• It conducted a survey of all residential complexes with eight apartment units or
more for accessibility and then compiled this data into a computer data base
for the center's information and referral service.
• It also sponsored a series of workshops for local builders, developers,
construction companies, lawyers and architects on the Fair Housing
Amendments Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act. These workshops
resulted in at least one developer making a commitment to build all his new
rental housing with at least 10% of the units meeting ANSI or ADAAG
standards for architectural accessibility.
• Representatives of five different social service organizations joined the center's
housing committee in the last few months. At first, everyone was delighted. No
one would have suspected a problem. But after three meetings, it became
evident that the social service agency representatives were advocating for the
center to build a HUD 202 high-rise apartment building just for people with
disabilities. The consumers on the committee were silent at first -- just listening
to the suggestions and ideas of the professional social service providers. More
recently, however, they began to support the idea of building a HUD 202
project. After all, they reasoned, it would be easier to house everyone with a
disability in one place and would cut back on the work of the committee for
searching for accessible housing options.
The executive director has brought this information to you after hearing about it from the
committee's staff liaison. The housing committee chair is a wonderful person, but he is
not very assertive. You, as board president, are concerned that this committee may be
getting "off track."
• What should you do?
• Who should you talk to?
• Should the committee continue working on a HUD 202 project or not?
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CASE STUDIES IN INDEPENDENT LIVING PHILOSOPHY
Working it Out with VR
You are the executive director of a well-established center in a small, urban area. You
have been receiving federal Title VII Part C funding for the last ten years. You also
receive state grant funds and are starting a private fund raising effort. Your total budget
is $300,000.
The state vocational rehabilitation agency has been conducting a Title VII Part B (and
old Title VII Part A) program of independent living services for the last five years through
its own counseling staff. The new independent living unit manager wants to transfer the
Part B program to independent living centers across the state. She also wants to
combine the Part B services program with a new push to use 110 (basic VR program
under Title I of the Rehabilitation Act) dollars to buy independent living services for a
wide variety of people with disabilities. She has instructed each regional VR office
director to work out a contract with its local center on what services would be provided
and how they would be funded -- out of Title VII Part B, 110 (Title I) or both.
You have met with the regional VR director three times in the last month to discuss the
service contract and amount. The VR director has been insisting that:
1. VR counselors will "certify" every person you serve through this proposed
contract as "eligible" for services;
2. to be "eligible," a medical evaluation and assessment of ability to live
independently will be conducted by a well-established vendor who has been
used by the state agency for many years (and the money for these evaluations
and assessments will be taken out of the contract amount); and
3. each "eligible" client will have an individualized written independent living
rehabilitation plan (IWILRP) written by the center's staff but approved by a VR
counselor.
You have suggested that these steps are unnecessary, not required by the
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992 and will create more bureaucratic red tape.
You suggest that every person referred by a VR counselor could be certified as eligible
before your center provides services under Title VII Part B. You have explained the
independent living philosophy and how the center conducts its services. Yet the regional
VR director does not seem to be interested in your suggestions.
•
•
•
•

What should you do?
Who should you talk to?
How do you think the board will react?
What do you think the final result of your efforts will be?
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1 -- Determining Eligibility
You are the services manager of a small center for independent living in a rural state.
Since the Rehabilitation Act was reauthorized in 1992, you have completely restructured
your management information system and how your staff documents services provided.
Everyone on staff was thrilled when the Rehabilitation Act set standards for centers and
no longer required a written independent living plan for people with significant
disabilities who did not want them. You and your staff believe that the changes in the
law will allow you to practice the independent living principles of consumer control and
self-help more honestly.
You now have one "application for services" form where new consumers give basic
information about themselves, such as name, address, telephone number, TT/TDD/TTY
number, gender, disability type, and, optionally, racial or ethnic group. The form states
the federal definition of an "individual with a significant disability" and asks the
consumer to self-identify as meeting this definition. It also has a "waiver" paragraph
which explains that the center is interested in assisting consumer with the development
and achievement of independent living goals, but that a written plan is not necessary for
the provision of service. If a consumer does not want to develop a plan, he or she may
sign the waiver clause.
A regional Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) employee is visiting all the
centers in her region. She stopped by to meet your center's staff and discuss changes
in the Rehabilitation Act this morning. You were so pleased to show her how you had
changed your documentation system, you were shocked when she said, "You mean to
tell me that you are not collecting medical documentation proving that an individual has
a severe disability? You must have this or how can you determine that someone is
eligible for independent living services. The language of the law may have changed
slightly, but you have the same obligation you always had -- prove that someone has a
disability so severe that they cannot live independently or work without your services. I
can see that we may need to do some regional training on this subject."
• What do you say?
• This is a case study about compliance with standard 1 -- promoting and practicing
the independent living philosophy. Why?
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1 -- Determining Eligibility
Guidelines for Discussion
1. How has the law changed which allowed the services manager to change his/her
documentation system?
2. Why would one simple application for services form be a good idea?
3. Why is self-identifying as an individual with a significant disability consistent with
independent living philosophy?
4. Why is it important that an individual with a disability be able to waive the
development of an independent living plan?
5. Why would the RSA official assume the center was gathering medical
documentation to prove the presence of a severe disability?
6. What is the role of RSA in providing training to centers about the Rehabilitation
Act Amendments of 1992?
7. Why might a center director change documentation systems to comply with what
the RSA official has said?
8. How well do you think the RSA official understands the independent living
philosophy?
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1 -- Determining Eligibility
Learning Objectives
1. To understand how few statistics and other documentation are required under
the new Title VII Part C requirements.
2. To understand how an individual can be determined "eligible" for services of a
center based upon the definition of "significant disability."
3. To understand how a center can serve an individual who self-identifies as
meeting the federal definition.
4. To understand how a center can serve an individual with a significant disability
without developing an independent living plan.
5. To understand how government officials may interpret laws differently than
advocates.
6. To be able to respond when government officials tell you, as a center director, to
do something a particular way -- whether or not the instruction is a correct legal
interpretation of law (or regulation).
7. To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.
8. To be able to think and act differently when first encountering people with
disabilities as they come to a center for independent living as opposed to how
they are treated by a service provider.
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2 -- But We Need This Information to Effectively Serve Joan
You are the executive director of a new, small center for independent living in a town of
about 100,000 people. You recently hired a new peer counselor named Manuel. Manuel
has his degree in rehabilitation counseling and had been a volunteer for your center
before you hired him. His first six months on the job were a breeze and you thought he
was on his way to becoming a top notch peer counselor, capable of moving up to a
management position within the center as the center grows.
As part of your management plan, you review consumer service records every six
months by pulling ten file folders at random from your centralized filing system. You look
at five files and begin to see a pattern emerging from Manuel's consumer service
records. He appears to ask each consumer for a blanket release of information and then
requests medical documentation, psychological evaluations, service notes, and other
data from agencies providing services to his consumers. You take one file, Joan's, and
go to Manuel's office to talk with him.
You put Joan's file on Manuel's desk and ask, "Why are you collecting all of this
information about Joan from agencies providing services to her?"
Manuel responds, "I need this information to provide professional services to Joan. I
must know how other agencies see her and her problems to be an effective advocate
for her. Joan gave me permission."
You say, "But why do WE have this information. Does Joan need it and if so, what for?
I can't imagine why we need to collect this information."
Manuel says, "But we need this information to effectively serve Joan. This is one of the
most basic lessons I learned in college. I must be comprehensive in my approach to
understanding my consumers, their services and their needs."
• What do you do?
• This is a case study about compliance with standard 1 -- promoting and practicing
the independent living philosophy. Why?
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2 -- But We Need This Information to Effectively Serve Joan
Guidelines for Discussion
1. Why was Manuel securing a blanket release of information from his consumers?
2. Why would a blanket release of information violate independent living
philosophy?
3. Why would a center need copies of medical, psychological or service provider
records about a consumer of its services?
4. Could Manuel's behavior create dependencies on the center for his consumer? If
so, how? If not, how do you know?
5. What kinds of ideas do you have for how to retrain Manuel on this issue?
6. What kinds of training are provided to center staff now on independent living
philosophy?
7. How are employees of centers evaluated in terms of their practice of independent
living philosophy?
8. What kind of behavior do you want from Manuel which would promote the
independent living philosophy?
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2 -- But We Need This Information to Effectively Serve Joan
Learning Objectives
1. To understand how educational training can affect one's ability to practice
independent living philosophy.
2. To understand how intrusive it can be to collect information about people with
disabilities for center purposes.
3. To understand how to distinguish what the consumer wants from a center as
opposed to what a staff member wants.
4. To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.
5. To be able to practice independent living philosophy when it comes to ensuring
that the "consumer" has control over his/her life, including such things as records
of service providers.
6. To understand the difficulty of supervising someone who has been trained to
behave in one way.
7. To be able to conceptualize and then provide training on independent living
philosophy to employees of centers.
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3 -- All I Need is a Chain Saw
You are a volunteer peer counselor at a rural center. Your main role as a peer
counselor is to support the consumers with whom you work, no matter what. You
encourage people to develop and achieve their own independent living goals, but you
do not make judgments about their choices. Once someone sets a goal, you work with
them in whatever way you and the consumer are comfortable to achieve the goal -even if failure seems likely.
You just met Eugene, a new consumer. He is the son of a small family farmer who lost
an arm in a tractor accident when he was 16. He is graduating from high school and
plans to continue working on the family farm. Your supervisor met Eugene at a
"transitions support group meeting" and suggested he call for an appointment with a
peer counselor. Since you are an amputee, your supervisor referred Eugene to you.
It is clear that Eugene wants to continue farming. While he has done well helping his
family members, he wants some adapted farm equipment to be more independent as a
farmer. He is highly motivated and interested in pursuing all his options, but he needs
financial assistance to obtain new equipment. You suggested that he contact the local
office of vocational rehabilitation to request funding for such equipment. You explained
to him that the vocational rehabilitation program often funds training, support services,
or equipment purchases for people with disabilities who have vocational goals. So
Eugene made an appointment with and met a vocational rehabilitation counselor. He
says that he explained what he wanted and needed to continue living on the family
farm, but the counselor told him that he did not have a clear vocational goal.
"All I need is something like a chain saw to chop wood...simple farm equipment that we
could modify for a one-armed person...I know I could learn to use equipment
independently if I could get some help," Eugene reports what he said. "The counselor
told me that he could fund some independent living rehabilitation services, but that I did
not have a significant disability and that the state doesn't have enough money for
everybody. In fact, he told me to ask the center for funding to do this."
• What do you say to Eugene?
• How can you assist Eugene to meet his goal?
• This is a case study about standard 1 -- promoting and practicing the independent
living philosophy. Why?
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3 -- All I Need is a Chain Saw
Guidelines for Discussion
1. What is most noticeable about Eugene?
2. What is the role of the peer counselor?
3. How does the peer counselor promote and practice independent living
philosophy in his/her work with Eugene?
4. Why might the vocational rehabilitation counselor believe that Eugene does not
have a clear vocational goal?
5. Why might the vocational rehabilitation counselor have referred Eugene back to
the center for funding?
6. What do you think Eugene will do without center support?
7. What do you think Eugene will do with center support?
8. What do you think the eventual outcome of this situation will be?
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3 -- All I Need is a Chain Saw
Learning Objectives
1. To understand the difficulty of pursuing a real goal through the current
rehabilitation system.
2. To understand how a state agency employee may misinterpret "independent
living" and "significant disability."
3. To understand the role of a peer counselor in promoting and practicing the
independent living philosophy.
4. To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.
5. To be able to think through how to support someone like Eugene in securing
needed services and funding through the vocational rehabilitation program.
6. To understand how to use an appeals process or the Client Assistance Project.
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4 -- Where is Stella?
You are a transition specialist working with an urban center for independent living. Your
job is to work with young people on issues of making the transition from school to
independence or school to work. Your center uses the peer counseling model and
approach to transition services, treating youth with disabilities just like you approach
adults with significant disabilities.
Your center has many written policies which explain how board, staff and volunteers
practice the independent living philosophy. One of your center's policies concerns
consumer control. "No volunteer or staff person will participate in any meeting
concerning any consumer of the center's services unless the consumer is present at the
meeting or if the consumer asks the center's representative to attend in his or her
place."
Stella is one of your consumers. She is a 14 year old with cerebral palsy. She uses a
wheelchair and her speech is affected by her cerebral palsy. She is bright, witty, fairly
self-confident for a 14 year old, and highly motivated. She has been exploring different
careers with you and her school vocational counselor. You have helped her work
through some exercises in the book, What Color Is Your Parachute? It seems that
Stella's strengths are with analysis and human interaction. Stella is excited about the
prospect of going to college and has told her vocational counselor that she wants to go
to the local university.
Her new individualized education plan (IEP) is being developed and a meeting has been
scheduled to review the draft. Stella asked you to attend the meeting with her.
You enter the meeting room to find Stella's teachers, her mother, the vocational
counselor, the general guidance counselor, the special education administrator, and the
school system's occupational therapist and speech therapist. Stella is not there. You
turn to Stella's mother and ask, "Where is Stella?"
Stella's mother said, "Her vocational counselor is very concerned that Stella's
expectations are too high and asked that we not bring her to this meeting. He wants to
talk honestly about Stella's capabilities and skills and doesn't want to hurt her feelings,
so I said OK."
•
•

What do you say? What do you do?
This is a case study about standard 1 -- promoting and practicing independent
living philosophy. Why?
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4 -- Where is Stella?
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why does the center have a policy which states that staff should not attend
meetings without their consumers present?

2.

What is unique about Stella as a consumer?

3.

Why are there so many people attending Stella's IEP meeting?

4.

Why do you think Stella's vocational counselor did not want her present at her
own IEP meeting?

5.

Why do you think Stella's mother agreed not to bring Stella to the meeting?

6.

How difficult will it be to confront the group at the meeting about why Stella is not
there?

7.

Would it be possible to go and get Stella and bring her into the meeting?

8.

What is your or Stella's legal recourse to stop this meeting?

9.

Do you think Stella's mother would sign the IEP, even though Stella was not
there and had not seen it?

10.

How would your staying at the meeting without Stella be beneficial?
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4 -- Where is Stella?
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the difficulty of supporting an individual with a disability in the
special education system.

2.

To understand the pressures placed on children in special education by
professionals and family members.

3.

To understand the role of a center's transition specialist in promoting and
practicing the independent living philosophy.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.

5.

To distinguish between the role of being an advocate and the role of being a
support person for an individual with a disability who can speak for her/himself.

6.

To understand the critical importance of asking professionals and others to not
meet or to cease a meeting when the individual being discussed is not present.

7.

To be able to stop such a meeting from taking place.

8.

To understand that attending the meeting without Stella present violates
independent living philosophy and practice.
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5 -- You Can't Do That...It's Reverse Discrimination
You are a self-employed trainer and consultant who is working with centers for
independent living on compliance with the new standards for centers in the
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992. You have ten years of experience working in
and with centers and are known to be a skilled and interesting trainer.
You have covered independent living history and philosophy with the board of directors
and staff of a newly funded Title VII Part C center. Most of this information is brand new
to the group, even though they wrote a successful grant application and were funded
through the Rehabilitation Service Administration's peer review process.
You are now discussing the definition of a CIL, the assurances it must make, and the
standards it must meet. Using overheads and flip charts, you point out how consumer
control is measured in centers -•
•
•
•

the majority of the board of directors must be people with significant
disabilities;
the majority of the staff must be persons with disabilities;
the majority of the decision-making staff must be persons with disabilities;
and
the center must report the number of persons with significant disabilities
on staff.

In addition, you explain that a center must take affirmative action, under Section 503 of
the Rehabilitation Act, to recruit, hire, train and advance in employment persons with
disabilities.
The services manager of the new center raises her hand and asks, "Isn't this reverse
discrimination? I'm not disabled and I think this is reverse discrimination. Why should I
hire people with disabilities when there are many people without disabilities who are
more qualified for some of the jobs we have?"
•
•

What do you say?
This is a case study about standard 1 -- promoting and practicing the
independent living philosophy. Why?
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5 -- You Can't Do That...It's Reverse Discrimination
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why are these standards of majority control written into the Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1992?

2.

How do you define the word "qualified?"

3.

How are qualifications for jobs within your center determined?

4.

How are candidates for jobs in your center measured against such qualifications?

5.

Does having a disability mean that someone understands and practices the
principles of independent living philosophy (consumer control, barrier removal,
equal access to society, and advocacy)?

6.

Why might a center hire a non-disabled services director?

7.

Are there potential job performance problems with the services manager in this
case? How would you handle them?

8.

How, as a trainer, do you educate people about issues such as consumer
control? How do you reach people whose beliefs, values, and attitudes may not
support independent living philosophy? How do you change their beliefs, values
and attitudes?
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5 -- You Can't Do That...It's Reverse Discrimination
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand how the principles of "consumer control" are practiced in
governance and staffing of a center for independent living.

2.

To understand the basic requirements of centers which are included in definition,
assurances and standards of Title VII.

3.

To understand how some individuals might react to majority control by people
with disabilities within a center.

4.

To think about why majority control by people with disabilities might be upsetting
to some people.

5.

To be able to explain to someone why having the majority control of a center for
independent living is important.

6.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control
applies to actual staffing within a center.

7.

To think about how the word "qualified" could be used to support principles of
independent living and consumer control (and reversely, how the word "qualified"
has been used to discriminate against people with disabilities in the past).
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6 -- Sorry. Nobody Here Knows Sign Language
You are the only independent living skills trainer in the office. The center's new
receptionist/secretary comes into your office, looking flustered. "There is someone in the
lobby who must be deaf. He keeps signing to me and I can't understand his speech.
What do I do?" You tell her you'll take care of this.
You go to the lobby and wave to the man. You write out a note, saying "Sorry. Nobody
here knows sign language" and pass it to the man.
He looks at you, shrugs, and then writes back, "Need help now. Wife sick. We new to
city. No doctor. Boss said you help."
You look at him and write back, "I'm really sorry, but I don't sign and neither does any
other staff member. If you want to make an appointment, we will find an interpreter. We
usually refer the deaf to the Speech and Hearing Center where qualified interpreters
provide a wide range of services. Let me get their number for you." You look up and
watch his reaction as he reads. He looks like he is getting really mad.
You rush off to get that phone number and when you return, he has gone. The
receptionist/secretary says, "He just left, slamming the door behind him. I guess he
won't be back soon."
You think for a moment. Have you done something wrong?
•
•
•

Do you tell your supervisor about this incident?
This case study violates standard 1 -- practicing and promoting the independent
living philosophy. How?
This is a case study about standard 2 primarily -- serving individuals with a range
of significant disabilities. Why?
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6 -- Sorry. Nobody Here Knows Sign Language
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why doesn't this center have someone on staff or available to interpret for this
potential consumer?

2.

How can this consumer's needs be met?

3.

What are the forms of accessibility that a center must provide in order to provide
services to and welcome any potential consumer, regardless of disability type?

4.

Should centers have available lists of physicians for referral? If not, how would
you handle this potential consumer's request?

5.

What would your supervisor say if you told him/her about the incident?

6.

What is your center's policy on communication access?

7.

How does your center handle other types of accessibility issues, such as
providing materials in alternative formats?
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6 -- Sorry. Nobody Here Knows Sign Language
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand how accessibility applies to people who are deaf.

2.

To understand the necessity of providing interpreter services to be accessible to
the deaf community.

3.

To understand that referral to other agencies is not appropriate for a center for
independent living which is mandated to provide its services to a cross-disability
population.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.

5.

To understand that a person's first impression of a center is the most important
form of public relations conducted.

6.

To know how to be able to respond quickly to the needs of a "drop-in" potential
consumer.
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7 -- How Can You Determine What Cross Disability Means?
You are a peer reviewer for new Title VII Part C grants. You are a member of a panel of
three peer reviewers meeting in Washington to analyze and recommend for funding
grant applications to establish new centers. Your panel has been given 9 proposals -- 5
from one state and 4 from another.
You just finished your first grant review and are meeting with your peer review panel to
discuss your scores and assessments. You are very concerned that this first grant
applicant does not indicate a cross-disability approach. The organization had been told
that it was a center for independent living by its blind state agency and it has been
state-supported for three years, but it only served people who were blind. The applicant
says that they will serve all disability groups once fully funded and that it has served
people who are blind and have other disabilities in the past.
You are not convinced. You see no clear evidence that the organization is ready or
understands how centers for independent living incorporate cross-disability philosophy
into everything they do, including advocacy and provision of services. The applicant
even included a percentage breakdown of disability population in its proposed service
area, but did not indicate the numbers of different disability types it proposed serving.
You don't think this center meets standard 2.
Your fellow peer reviewers think this organization has an excellent track record and
should be funded. They also don't want to make waves with the blind community. You
do not think the applicant should be funded and say to your panel that you don't care
what single disability group has been served, a center must be cross-disability to meet
federal standards.
•
•
•

How do you resolve this issue within your peer review panel?
What recommendations do you make in your peer review comments?
This is a case study about standard 2 -- serving people with a range of significant
disabilities. Why?
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7 -- How Can You Determine What Cross Disability Means?
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why do you think this blind service agency applied for a Title VII Part C grant?

2.

Why should this blind service agency be funded?

3.

Why shouldn't this blind service agency be funded?

4.

Why do you think the blind service agency did not set targets for the crossdisability approach it promised to take?

5.

What are some of the issues the peer review panel should take into
consideration before it makes a final decision about whether funding should be
recommended or not?

6.

If you cannot convince the other two reviewers that the applicant should not be
funded, what can you do as a single peer reviewer?
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7 -- How Can You Determine What Cross Disability Means?
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand how critical cross-disability service delivery is to meeting federal
standards.

2.

To understand something about how a federal grant application for Title VII Part
C funds might be reviewed.

3.

To understand the difficulty of reaching agreement when one out of three
reviewers does not agree on a funding decision.

4.

To understand how peer review comments are made when a federal grant
application is being reviewed.

5.

To understand how cross-disability relates to practice of independent living
philosophy.

6.

To be able to respond to single disability group pressure when a cross disability
approach is clearly mandated.
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8 -- I Don't Know...What's an Independent Living Goal?
You are a new peer counselor at a small town center for independent living. You have a
few years of college in a social work program and you have been a client of many social
service agencies and the vocational rehabilitation program. You have been through an
orientation with your supervisor, a training on independent living history and philosophy,
and some peer training from other peer counselors on how to complete the
documentation and paperwork required for serving people as a peer counselor.
The paperwork makes you dizzy, there's so much of it. There is an application for
services, an intake form, an independent living assessment form (one short form and
one long form), a written independent living plan form, case notes, consumer time
record, and a consumer evaluation survey. You do not clearly understand why there is
so much documentation required, but you have been told that the center won't get its
funding if it is not done thoroughly.
After your first two weeks of orientation, you get your first referral. A new consumer,
Sandy, has come to the center at the suggestion of her vocational rehabilitation
counselor. She is not clear about why she has come, but her vocational rehabilitation
counselor apparently told her that the center could help her.
You talk with Sandy for about fifteen minutes, trying to understand what she wants to
accomplish with her life. You have told her a little about the center and asked her to
complete the application for services. She completes the application form but tells you
that she doesn't know what she wants. When you ask her what her goals are, she says,
"I don't know...what is an independent living goal?"
You explain that she can live independently in spite of her disability and that you can
show her how, but it is up to her to decide if she wants to do this and what life style she
would like to have. Sandy seems confused about what is possible, so you ask her for
another appointment when you can discuss these things more fully. She says OK and
you set a date for next week.
After Sandy leaves, you try to fill out all the paperwork. Your peers have told you that
Sandy must have an independent living goal if you are to serve her. So, you complete a
short independent living assessment form, giving her a goal of "exploring career
options," and "finding accessible housing." But you are unsure about what to do with the
intake form and the long assessment.
•
•

Why might these forms or their use violate independent living philosophy?
This is a case study about standard 3 -- facilitation of the development and
achievement of independent living goals. Why?
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8 -- I Don't Know...What's an Independent Living Goal?
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why does this center have so much paperwork?

2.

What is the value of the various forms this peer counselor is expected to
complete?

3.

Why is the peer counselor writing down two goals for Sandy when Sandy has not
expressed any goal?

4.

How does the new Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992 affect a center's
documentation system?

5.

Should centers "take in" ("intake form") potential consumers? Should a center
assess a potential consumer? How might such language or practice violate
independent living philosophy?

6.

How can a center's staff facilitate the development of a person's independent
living goals without doing intakes and assessments?

7.

How can a center's staff facilitate the achievement of a person's independent
living goals without violating the independent living philosophy principle of
"consumer control?"
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8 -- I Don't Know...What's an Independent Living Goal?
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand a typical reaction of a potential consumer.

2.

To understand the reason behind the newly legislated "waiver" of an independent
living plan for consumers of center services.

3.

To understand the flexibility given to center staff in how they work with
consumers under the new Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to actual service
delivery within a center.

5.

To understand the problems of using traditional service delivery documentation
methods in center services.

6.

To understand how some demands for paperwork can facilitate staff violation of
independent living philosophy, such as the principle of consumer control.

7.

To be able to question the need for specific types of documentation and/or forms
used by centers in their services programs.

8.

To be able to confront one's own center policies and procedures related to
documentation and management information systems in terms of how they may
violate independent living philosophy or lead staff (paid or unpaid) to violate
independent living philosophy.
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9 -- But the Board Doesn't Think We Should Do Advocacy
You are an executive director of a small center in a suburban, primarily middle and
upper class area. You have a board of 11, 8 of whom are people with significant
disabilities and most of whom work for other social service agencies in your service
area.
Now that the Rehabilitation Act has changed, you can use the law to promote a stronger
advocacy agenda. You have always feared that your image in the community is only
that of a service provider and that you could do much more if your center engaged in
systems change activities. Knowing that many board members work for social service
agencies and these individuals are heavily influenced by their professional status in the
community, you bring in an outside consultant to facilitate the development of an
advocacy plan.
The consultant has planned a one day retreat of board and staff to map out the center's
advocacy vision, identify obstacles to that vision, develop strategic directions to remove
the identified obstacles and get individuals involved in teams which follow through on
planned action steps. The consultant is well-known in the independent living community,
so you feel confident that problems with social service agency board members can be
overcome during the retreat.
After the consultant does some warm-up exercises, he asks the group to identify the
pieces of its systems change vision. To your dismay, several of the social service
agency representatives tell the consultant that the center is not permitted to do lobbying
or systems change activities. They explain to the consultant that the center can do
individual advocacy, but that most professionals treat each other with respect in this
community and do not advocate against each other or each other's agencies. The
consultant tries to explain that the new standards for centers mandate systems change
activities and suggests that centers can lobby legislatures as long as they keep their
"financial house in order." Several members of the board argue with the consultant and
it looks as if the day's plans are quickly going down the drain.
•
•

What do you say and do?
This is a case study about standards 4/6 -- increasing the availability of and
improving the quality of community options/increasing community capacity. Why?
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9 -- But the Board Doesn't Think We Should Do Advocacy
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

What types of systems advocacy can a center do?

2.

What is a center prohibited from doing if it receives Title VII Part C funding?

3.

Does a center have to be a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization in order to receive
a Title VII Part C grant?

4.

Why are these social service agency personnel on the center's board? How
could they be helpful? How could they be harmful?

5.

How can systems change activities occur if everyone in the community agrees to
not advocate against each other?

6.

If you say something at this juncture in the facilitated retreat, will it help or hurt
your ultimate cause?

7.

How can the consultant handle this situation?
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9 -- But the Board Doesn't Think We Should Do Advocacy
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the importance of systems change advocacy work within a
center's mandate.

2.

To understand how individual board members, based upon their own biases or
perceptions, can influence center policy.

3.

To understand potential "conflicts of interest" or "self-dealing" with board
members who work for other disability organizations.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to center
standards 4 and 6.

5.

To be able to plan for systems change advocacy activities for your center.

6.

To be able to confront board members who do not know or understand issues
consistent with law and/or regulations (in this case, the Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1992 and the Internal Revenue Code).

7.

To understand the language of standards 4 and 6 -- to increase the availability of
and improve the quality of community options and to increase the community's
capacity.
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10 -- We Have Provided Public Education to More Than 1,000 People
You are the executive director of a center in a state where there are ten other centers.
You meet with your fellow executive directors about every other month to discuss issues
of mutual concern and interest. Now that the indicators have been published for
compliance with the federal standards, you all plan to discuss how you will report your
indicators.
There is one center about which you have always had some grave concerns. As far as
you can tell, the center never engages in any systemic advocacy. The center has had
several directors in the seven years you have been in the state. The directors rarely
participate in any legislative activity in the capitol, even though they seem to be
supportive of such advocacy during meetings and discussions of the group. You are
particularly curious about how this center director will respond to the indicators for
standards 4 and 6 -- the systemic change standards.
After everyone settles down and shares some personal news, you ask if each director
would share some of their personal ideas about how they will respond to the indicators.
The first two directors talk about their current advocacy plans which cover such issues
as: interpreters at public meetings and in hospitals; elimination of curbs; increased use
by vocational rehabilitation counselors of supported employment, personal assistance
services, and on-the-job training services for their clients; and a push to get the
governor to appoint more CIL representatives to the statewide independent living
council (SILC).
The director about which you are curious has the next turn. "We have provided public
education to more than 1,000 people. We issue our newsletter to 500 people every two
months. We provide technical assistance to about 20 agencies each year, and we are
trying to start an ADA education program...but we haven't had much success with that
one yet. I think our greatest strength is our individual advocacy program where our staff
served over 200 clients last year alone. Overall, I'm pleased with our advocacy activities
to date."
•
•
•

What do you say?
What do you think your fellow directors will say?
This is a case study about standards 4/6 -- increasing the availability of and
improving the quality of community options/increasing the community's capacity.
Why?
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10 -- We Have Provided Public Education
to More Than 1,000 People
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Should all centers address the same issues within their state?

2.

If you believed that a center in your state did not meet federal standards for a
center, what would you do?

3.

How could state CIL directors discuss their differences openly? What has to
happen for center directors to be able to discuss their differences?

4.

Do you have a center association in your state? Who are members? How is the
association organized? How deeply do centers discuss their differences within
the association?

5.

Do you think the center which is providing public education, newsletters,
technical assistance and disability sensitivity training, is meeting standards 4 and
6? Why? Why not?

6.

Can CILs advocate for change at the state government level? Does this violate
lobbying rules of the federal funding received under Title VII Part C?

7.

Does a center have to be a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization in order to receive
a Title VII Part C grant?

8.

Does CIL advocacy at the state government level violate anti-lobbying rules of
the Internal Revenue Code?

9.

How can a center engage in systemic advocacy, grass roots lobbying, and direct
lobbying of elected officials?
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10 -- We Have Provided Public Education
to More Than 1,000 People
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand that public education is not necessarily systemic advocacy.

2.

To understand that centers must assess their communities to determine which
options meet the independent living needs of the disabled community and which
do not.

3.

To understand that centers must assess their communities to determine the
capacities of these same communities to support people with disabilities trying to
or living independently.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to center
standards 4 and 6.

5.

To understand how difficult it is to discuss some issues with your peers.

6.

To understand how difficult it might be to agree on reporting methods for all the
centers within a state.

7.

To be able to disagree with fellow directors and still work together on issues of
common concern.

8.

To be able to report your center's compliance with standards regardless of what
other centers in your state do and how they do it.

9.

To understand that there do not need to be identical reporting and evaluation
systems within each center.
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11 -- Advocacy is Not Always Individual Advocacy
You are a new board member of a small center in a rural area. You have not been very
involved with the center until now and you are just beginning to learn about the
independent living philosophy. Your own personal career has been rather shaky. You
went to a special, segregated high school and enrolled in the regional community
college. You found the community college not very friendly and not very accessible.
You were always late to class because it took so much longer for you to wheel from
building to building than it took those who walk. You asked professors to change
classrooms for you, but they were usually hostile and nothing ever seemed to happen.
You live at home with your mother and father and two younger brothers. You dropped
out of the community college when your father offered to help you set up a baseball
card swap shop at the local mall. You are not sure why you were asked to join the board
-- it is probably because you are now a business owner and they needed someone with
a disability who worked in the community.
You are attending your first board training and the issue of advocacy has just come up
for discussion. The executive director is explaining that the center takes a two-pronged
approach to advocacy -- assistance for individuals who request support for an individual
advocacy problem and systems change activities to eliminate discriminating policies,
remove barriers, increase or improve service delivery systems or secure "consumer
control" over a support service. Each board member is being asked to volunteer for one
systems change advocacy effort this year...and it is your turn to speak.
"I had real trouble at the community college. They never removed the snow and the
curb cuts were really bad. I couldn't make it to class on time. I tried real hard, but I could
never make it on time. And the paratransit service was so unreliable. I don't know what
kind of advocacy project I could do, but I know I needed help with the community
college." The executive director suggests that your issues may be an individual
advocacy example rather than systems advocacy. She asks you to explain further how
the college was or was not in compliance with section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act or
the Americans with Disabilities Act.
•
•
•

What do you say?
What do you think the other board members will say?
This is a case study about standards 4/6 -- increasing the availability of and
improving the quality of community options/increasing the community's capacity.
Why?
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11 -- Advocacy is Not Always Individual Advocacy
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why do you think this new board member dropped out of the community college?

2.

Do you think this new board member is aware of his/her individual rights as a
person with a disability?

3.

Does this new board member need training? If so, what type of training does s/he
need and what should s/he be expected to know or be able to do as a result of
the training?

4.

Why should board members be involved in systemic advocacy planning and
implementation?

5.

Why might this new board member be fearful of pursuing his/her own advocacy
goal with the community college?

6.

Why might this new board member be fearful of joining a team working on
increasing accessibility at public education programs?

7.

How does your center distinguish between individual and systems advocacy?

8.

What kinds of systemic change advocacy does your center conduct?
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11 -- Advocacy is Not Always Individual Advocacy
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the difference between individual advocacy, such as 504 or ADA
compliance for a person, and systems advocacy, such as working with a college
to increase its accessibility and policies guiding reasonable accommodation.

2.

To understand how difficult it is for many individuals with disabilities to distinguish
between their personal needs and the systems which have discriminated against
them.

3.

To understand how difficult it might be to educate individuals with disabilities in
preparation for engaging in systems advocacy activities.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to center
standards 4 and 6.

5.

To be able to determine broad systemic advocacy goals from the experiences of
individuals with disabilities in the community.

6.

To understand the importance of board participation in systems advocacy
planning and implementation.
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12 -- Consumer Satisfaction Must Exceed 80% of Surveys Returned
You are the executive director of a center for independent living in a state where federal
Title VII Part C funds flow through your state vocational rehabilitation agency. The state
agency wants to work out an agreement with all centers about what information will be
gathered from centers, including those requirements of the federal government and how
the state might measure consumer satisfaction for everyone in the state.
A program evaluator who has worked with the state vocational rehabilitation agency for
25 years has been assigned to work with the state's center directors on a customer
satisfaction survey form and to develop a schedule for how often centers will survey
their consumers on issues of satisfaction.
You are meeting with the program evaluation person and your fellow executive
directors. The program evaluator has designed a survey form that looks much like the
state agency's annual "needs assessment" form. You raise some serious questions
about how the form can measure consumer satisfaction based upon the services that
were provided or the advocacy that was conducted. The program evaluator says, "Oh,
that is not as important as learning what service needs are still unmet. We won't rest
until we get consumer satisfaction rates of 80% or higher on all surveys returned.
And...we want a 70% return rate of the surveys.
This will give us invaluable data for future planning and I know the SILC would like to
have this information as a part of its monitoring role over the state's plan."
You ask how this draft form will address consumer satisfaction with the way the center
practices independent living philosophy or how it will measure staff attitudes and
approaches. The program evaluator tells the group that the new Rehabilitation Act
seeks consumer satisfaction to determine whether or not centers are providing
adequate independent living services, not how the consumer "feels about philosophy or
attitudes. Centers are established to meet consumers needs and so, if a center is not
meeting those needs, it must reconfigure what it is doing."
•
•
•

What do you say?
What do you do?
This is a case study about standard 5 -- provision of core services. Why?
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12 -- Consumer Satisfaction Must Exceed
80% of Surveys Returned
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

What should a customer satisfaction survey address?

2.

How do you address your consumers' degree of control over their own lives now?

3.

How do you address your consumers' degree of satisfaction with your center's
staff and approach?

4.

How do you think the state agency's program evaluator reached the conclusion
that 80% of consumers' returned surveys should indicate satisfaction with center
services?

5.

How do you think the state agency's program evaluator reached the conclusion
that 70% is a reasonable return rate of consumer satisfaction surveys?

6.

What is the primary purpose of a customer satisfaction survey?

7.

What might be an appropriate tool for measuring consumers' needs?

8.

How does independent living philosophy apply to the development and
implementation of a consumer satisfaction survey?
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12 -- Consumer Satisfaction Must Exceed
80% of Surveys Returned
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the meaning of "consumer satisfaction" within the context of the
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1992 and the independent living philosophy.

2.

To understand how the state vocational rehabilitation agency might look at the
issue of "consumer satisfaction."

3.

To understand the impact of independent living philosophy on what services a
center might provide.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to the provision of
core services (advocacy -- individual and systems, information & referral,
independent living skills training, and peer counseling).

5.

To understand the purpose of "consumer control" and its relationship to
evaluating "consumer satisfaction."

6.

To understand the pressures placed upon centers to satisfy all the needs of
individuals with disabilities rather than advocate for systems changes so that
people with disabilities get the services they need from appropriate, existing
service providers.

7.

To be able to resist consumer satisfaction surveys which only address surface
level issues of services provided.

8.

To be able to develop a customer satisfaction mechanism which is rooted in
independent living philosophy and consumer control.
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13 -- And How Many People Have You Prepared and Referred to VR?
Your center is funded through Title VII Part C which is passed through your state
agency. As executive director, you have worked with the board to develop policies
which support the independent living philosophy throughout the center. While your
funding comes through the state vocational rehabilitation agency, you have made it
clear to staff that referrals to or from the state agency are not to be treated any
differently than any other referrals. The center only takes referrals from people with
disabilities themselves, not from professionals or staff of service providers.
When the state's new reporting form arrives, you are surprised to see a category
labeled:
_____ Number of cases referred to VR
_____ Number of cases referred from VR
You immediately call the independent living program liaison at the state VR central
office to check on this form. She tells you that the federal government wants to ensure
that centers are working cooperatively with state agencies, particularly the vocational
rehabilitation agency. The VR staff felt it was critical to get a monthly, quarterly and
annual count of the number of VR referrals -- both to and from -- to check on how well
centers were cooperating with the state VR agency. She points out that no other center
director has called her about this, but knowing you as she does, she fully expected to
hear from you about this. "Why don't you just learn to cooperate? You know you don't
have to play the role of advocate on EVERY issue. Is it really that difficult to record this
data when you know how helpful it will be to us?"
•
•
•

What do you say to her? What do you say to your fellow center directors?
What do you do with your own staff? Board?
This is a case study about standard 5 -- provision of core services (information &
referral, advocacy -- individual and systems, independent living skills training and
peer counseling). Why?
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13 -- And How Many People Have You Prepared
and Referred to VR?
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why does the state agency need to know the number of referrals made to or
from your center? Can this information be gathered by the state agency itself?

2.

Why does the state agency use the word "cases?"

3.

What does the state agency mean by "working cooperatively?"

4.

What do you think "working cooperatively" means?

5.

Does "working cooperatively" strengthen the relationship between agencies and
centers over the relationship between centers and consumers? How so or how
not?

6.

Why might a center resist collection of this information?

7.

What would your board and staff say to this request from the state agency?

8.

What would your fellow directors say to this request from the state agency?
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13 -- And How Many People Have You Prepared
and Referred to VR?
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand how independent living philosophy impacts the practice of
documentation and data collection within a center.

2.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to the provision of
core services (advocacy -- individual and systems, information & referral,
independent living skills training, and peer counseling).

3.

To understand the difference between "working cooperatively" with a state
agency and tracking where referrals for center services come from, directly or
indirectly.

4.

To understand how a funding source can interpret federal law differently than a
center might.

5.

To understand a center's obligations for reporting under the Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1992 in relationship to what a state can request of a center.

6.

To be able to respond to a state agency's request for data which your center
thinks is unreasonable or unnecessary.
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14 -- I Have So Many Advocacy Commitments
You are an independent living specialist with a center in an urban area. One of the most
frequently mentioned problems facing your consumers who use wheelchairs is the lack
of curb cuts. In fact, in the last two or three years, the numbers of angry consumers who
are ready to do something drastic about the curb cut problem seems to be growing by
leaps and bounds.
You bring this issue up at your next meeting of services staff, suggesting several
alternative approaches to getting consumers organized to take some advocacy action.
The executive director is chair of the Mayor's Committee on Disability Issues, an advisor
to the state's assistive technology project, a member of the UCP/ARC housing
committee, and the local transit authority's paratransit advisory board. He is also under
consideration for a seat on the Statewide Independent Living Council (SILC). When you
bring up your ideas for developing a grass roots group to file complaints and take other
advocacy actions against the city, the executive director starts to grind his teeth.
He says, "I have so many advocacy commitments now, I don't think it is a good time to
take on a new issue. Besides we have our five year plan in place...we're making
headway on the plan...and curb cuts were not a part of the plan."
•
•

What do you do?
This is a case study about compliance with standard 6 -- increasing the
community's capacity. Why?
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14 -- I Have So Many Advocacy Commitments
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Why is the executive director resisting formation of a new advocacy group or
activity?

2.

How can staff of a center facilitate formation of advocacy groups without support
from upper management?

3.

What is the role of the board of directors in a situation like this?

4.

Does your center have a grievance procedure for staff who disagree with a policy
determination by management? If so, how does it work?

5.

How can you secure support from upper management to form new advocacy
groups?

6.

How did the executive director get involved in so many other agencies' activities?
How do you think these are affecting his/her performance as center director? Do
you think the board of directors know about the director's involvement in these
other groups? If not, why?

7.

Would your staff be supportive of facilitating new advocacy groups? How do you
know?
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14 -- I Have So Many Advocacy Commitments
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the importance of systems advocacy within a center.

2.

To understand the difficulty of conducting systemic advocacy when there are
conflicting personal or organizational goals in place.

3.

To understand the power of bringing together people who recognize the same
problem and are willing to do something to resolve it.

4.

To understand how the independent living philosophy of consumer control,
barrier removal, equal access to society, and advocacy applies to center
standard 6, increasing the community's capacity to support people with
disabilities who desire or need to maintain independent living.

5.

To understand the difficulty of confronting the executive director who is unwilling
or unable to support your or other staff advocacy issues.

6.

To be able to facilitate the formation of community-based advocacy groups
based upon issues identified by people with disabilities as needing resolution.
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15 -- The Money You Raise Must be Subtracted From Your Grant
You are the board president of an urban/suburban center for independent living. Your
center is 15 years old and is doing well financially and programmatically. You and
others affiliated with your center were active in making changes to the Rehabilitation Act
when it was reauthorized in 1992. And, you were delighted when standard 7 was added
to the law, mandating that centers raise funds from sources other than Title VII.
Your center had developed a five year funding plan in 1991. It called for the hiring of a
development director by 1993. The plan's primary goal is to increase its private funds
from less than 5% of the center's total budget to at least 15% by 1995. Once the new
Title VII was law, the center revised its budget so that the development director could be
hired with Title VII money. This allowed the center one full-time position for resource
development.
Your development director was hired in May, 1993. During the 1993 calendar year, she
was able to generate $25,000 in private funds. She is moving now toward a $50,000
goal for 1994. The board is excited and actively involved in fund raising for the first time.
The executive director is thrilled to see such action. And consumers are supporting the
center's fund raising activities in ways that had not been imagined.
Your center director just called to tell you that he had received a call from the regional
Rehabilitation Services Administration (RSA) office about the annual financial report
submitted in December, 1993. This report covered the time period of October, 1992
through September, 1993, and included the $25,000 raised. The RSA employee told the
executive director that a portion of this money would have to be returned to RSA since it
was raised by staff funded with Title VII money or it could be subtracted from the 1994
grant total. Your director argued with the regional RSA person to no avail. The RSA staff
member even said that Title VII was supposed to be spent on services, not on
fund raising. He called the Washington, D.C. office to check on this interpretation but
had no success thus far. He is very upset and is calling you for support.
•
•

What do you do?
This is a case study about standard 7 -- develop resources from sources other
than Title VII. Why?
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15 -- The Money You Raise Must be Subtracted
From Your Grant
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

Where in the law or regulation does a problem with fund raising using Title VII
Part C funding exist?

2.

Does the regional RSA staff person have final authority over how Title VII Part C
and EDGAR rules are interpreted? If not, who does?

3.

How can you work with your regional office staff to resolve a difference in
interpretation of law and regulation?

4.

How can your board president assist in securing an interpretation favorable to
your center?

5.

Why do you think there is room for interpretation over an issue like the one in this
case study?

6.

If the regional office's interpretation is declared the official final interpretation,
what more can be done to enable the center to keep the money it raises?
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15 -- The Money You Raise Must be Subtracted
From Your Grant
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand why standard 7 was included in the Rehabilitation Act
Amendments of 1992.

2.

To understand the difficulty of changing the law when a conflict with existing
regulations may exist (in this case, the conflict is within the Education
Department Guidelines and Administrative Rules or EDGAR).

3.

To understand how Title VII funding can be used to support the salaries of
individuals conducting fund raising from other sources.

4.

To understand the importance of board support on critical questions of concern
to center staff.

5.

To understand the power of the board president to inquire, on behalf of the
center's voluntary board of directors, why a certain interpretation of law has been
given which may have an adverse effect on the center.

6.

To be able to support center staff as a volunteer member of the board of
directors.

7.

To be able to research and understand federal and state laws, regulations, and
rules for the benefit of your center.
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16 -- Charging Fees for Services
Your center initiated a fee-for-service program a few years ago to generate new funds
and to hire additional staff with disabilities. You are now receiving:
•
•
•
•

private insurance dollars for individuals recently injured who need
technical assistance to return to the community;
state and federal money through the developmental disabilities
department for independent living skills training;
local, community mental health funds for peer counseling; and
state funding from the new head injury program for management
facilitation of personal assistance services.

As the center's fiscal manager, you are pleased with how well the fee-for-service
program is working. It is netting more dollars than you anticipated and enabled you to
add several additional staff.
Rehabilitation Services Administration administers your federal Title VII Part C grant.
After reviewing your annual report, an RSA employee calls to discuss your "program
income." You understood that dollars earned with Title VII funds could be saved for
future development and expansion of the center's programs. You had, therefore, used
some Title VII Part C money (about 40%) to support some of these staff.
The RSA staff implied, but was not terribly clear, that program income must be returned
to RSA unless there have been pre-grant award arrangements made for the use of this
money. Even if such arrangements have been made, the RSA representative says that
program income must be spent within the next fiscal year.
You are confused and concerned. You approach the executive director to discuss what
should be done.
•
•
•

What do you decide to do? Who do you talk with to make your decision?
How do you continue your fee-for-service program -- with or without Title VII
support?
This is a case study about standard 7 -- developing resources from sources other
than Title VII. Why?
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16 -- Charging Fees for Services
Guidelines for Discussion
1.

How has the center distributed its Title VII Part C funding to staff positions?

2.

Do you think staff supported by Title VII Part C funding charged fees for all the
people they served?

3.

Why might RSA believe that fees generated by grant supported staff are
"program income?" Why might they be incorrect?

4.

Where within law or regulation would you find a definition of "program income" for
Title VII Part C funding?

5.

What kinds of difficulties can you run into when implementing a fee-for-service
program?

6.

Could your center initiate a fee-for-service program? How would you do it?

7.

Could fees-for-services compromise your center to violate independent living
philosophy? How?

8.

How do you think this issue of "program income" will be resolved ultimately?
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16 -- Charging Fees for Services
Learning Objectives
1.

To understand the value and potential problems of fee-for-service funding
mechanisms.

2.

To understand the relationship between fees-for-services and grant funds under
Title VII Part C.

3.

To understand how a combination of fees generated by service provision and
grant funds can support individual job positions within a center.

4.

To understand how to safeguard income generated by fees-for-services when
staff providing services are funded by both grant and fee sources.

5.

To understand how differently federal officials may interpret law and regulation.

6.

To understand how difficult it might be to secure an interpretation of law and
regulation supportive of your own.

7.

To understand how to work through such problems within the center's staff and
board of directors.

8.

To be able to research and understand federal and state laws, regulations, and
rules for the benefit of your center.
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Appendix C:
History of Independent Living
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History of Independent Living
by Gina McDonald and Mike Oxford
This account of the history of independent living stems from a philosophy, which states
that people with disabilities should have the same civil rights, options, and control over
choices in their own lives as do people without disabilities.
The history of independent living is closely tied to the civil rights struggles of the 1950s
and 1960s among African Americans. Basic issues - disgraceful treatment based on
bigotry and erroneous stereotypes in housing, education, transportation, and
employment - and the strategies and tactics are very similar. This history and its driving
philosophy also have much in common with other political and social movements of the
country in the late 1960s and early 1970s. There were at least five movements that
influenced the disability rights movement.
Social Movements
The first was deinstitutionalization, an attempt to move people, primarily those with
developmental disabilities, out of institutions and back into their home communities.
This movement was led by providers and parents of people with developmental
disabilities and was based on the principle of "normalization" developed by Wolf
Wolfensberger, a sociologist from Canada. His theory said that people with
developmental disabilities should live in the most "normal" setting possible if they were
expected to be have "normally." Other changes occurred in nursing homes where young
people with many types of disabilities were warehoused for lack of "better" alternatives
(Wolfensberger, 1972).
The next movement to influence disability rights was the civil rights movement. Although
people with disabilities were not included as a protected class under the Civil Rights
Act, it was a reality that people could achieve rights, at least in law, as a class.
Watching the courage of Rosa Parks as she defiantly rode in the front of a public bus,
people with disabilities realized the more immediate challenge of even getting on the
bus.
The "self-help" movement, which really began in the 1950s with the founding of
Alcoholics Anonymous, came into its own in the 1970s. Many self-help books were
published and support groups flourished. Self-help and peer support are recognized as
key points in independent living philosophy. According to this tenet, people with similar
disabilities are believed to be more likely to assist and to understand each other than
individuals who do not share experience with similar disabilities.
Demedicalization was a movement that began to look at more holistic approaches to
health care. There was a move toward "demystification" of the medical community.
Thus, another cornerstone of independent living philosophy became the shift away from
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the authoritarian medical model to a paradigm of individual empowerment and
responsibility for defining the meeting one's own needs.
Consumerism, the last movement to be described here, was one in which consumers
began to question product reliability and price. Ralph Nader was the most outspoken
advocate for this movement, and his staff and followers came to be known as "Nader's
Raiders." Perhaps most fundamental to independent living philosophy today is the idea
of control by consumers of goods and services over the choices and options available to
them.
The independent living paradigm, developed by Gerben DeJong in the late 1970s
(DeJong, 1979), proposed a shift from the medical model to the independent living
model. As with the movements described above, this theory located problems or
"deficiencies" in the society, not the individual. People with disabilities no longer saw
themselves as broken or sick, certainly not in need of repair. Issues such as social and
attitudinal barriers were the real problems facing people with disabilities. The answers
we re to be found in changing and "fixing" society, not people with disabilities. Most
important, decisions must be made by the medical or rehabilitation professional.
Using these principles, people began to view themselves as powerful and self-directed,
as opposed to passive victims, objects of charity, cripples, or not-whole. Disability
began to be seen as a natural, not uncommon experience in life; not a tragedy.
Independent Living
Ed Roberts is considered to be the "father of independent living". Ed became disabled
at the age of fourteen as a result of polio. After a period of denial in which he almost
starved himself to death, Ed returned to, school and received his high school diploma.
He then wanted to go to college. The California Department of Rehabilitation initially
rejected Ed's application for financial assistance because it was decided that he was
"too disabled to work." He went public with his fight and within one w eek of doing so,
was approved for financial aid by the state. Fifteen years after Ed's initial rejection by
the State of California as an individual, who was "too" disabled, he became head of the
Department of Rehabilitation - the agency that had once written him off.
After Ed earned his associates degree at the College of San Mateo, he applied for
admission to the University of California at Berkeley. After initial resistance on the part
of the university, Ed was accepted. The university let him use the campus hospital as
his dormitory because there was no accessible student housing (none of the residential
buildings could support the weight of Ed's 800 lb. iron lung). He received attendant
services through a state program called "Aid to the Totally Disabled." This is a very
important note because his was consumer-controlled personal assistance services. The
attendants were hired, trained, and fired by Ed.
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In 1970, Ed and other students with disabilities founded a disabled students' program on
the Berkeley campus. His group was called the "Rolling Quads." Upon graduation, the
"Quads" set their sights on the need for access beyond the university's walls.
Ed contacted Judy Heumann, another disability activist, in New York. He encouraged
her to come to California and along with other advocates; they started the first center for
independent living in Berkeley. Although it started out as a "modest" apartment, it
became the model for every such center in the country today. This new program
rejected the medical model and focused on consumerism, peer support, advocacy for
change, and independent living skills training.
In 1983, Ed, Judy, and Joan Leon, co-founded the World Institute on Disability (WID),
and advocacy and research center promoting the rights of people with disabilities
around the world. Ed Roberts died unexpectedly on March 14, 1995.
The early 1970s was a time of awakening for the disability rights movement in a related,
but different way. As Ed Roberts and others were fighting for the rights of people with
disabilities presumed to be forever "homebound" and were working to assure that
participation in society, in school, in work, and at play was realistic, proper, and
achievable goal, others were coming to see how destructive and wrong the systematic
institutionalization of people with disabilities could be. Inhuman and degrading treatment
of people in state hospitals, schools, and other residential institutions such as nursing
facilities were coming to light and the financial and social costs were beginning to be
considered unacceptable. This awakening within the independent living movement was
exemplified by another leading disability rights activist, Wade Blank.
ADAPT
Wade began his lifelong struggle in civil rights activism traveling with Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. to Selman, Alabama. It was during this period that he learned about the stark
oppression which occurred against people considered outside the "mainstream " of our
"civilized" society. By 1971, Wade was working in a nursing facility, Heritage House,
trying to improve the quality of life of some of the younger residents. These efforts,
including taking some of the residents to a Grateful Dead concert, ultimately failed.
Institutional services and living arrangements were at odds with the pursuit of personal
liberties and life with dignity.
In 1974, Wade founded the Atlantis Community, a model for community-based,
consumer-controlled, independent living. The Atlantis Community provided personal
assistance services primarily under the control of the consumer within a community
setting. The first consumers of the Atlantis Community were some of the young
residents "freed" from Heritage House by Wade (after he had been fired). Initially, Wade
provided personal assistance services to nine people by himself for no pay so that these
individuals could integrate into society and live lives of liberty and dignity.
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In 1978, Wade and Atlantis realized that access to public transportation was a necessity
if people with disabilities were to live independently in the community. This was the year
that American Disabled for Accessible Public Transit (ADAPT) was founded.< P> On
July 5-6, 1978, Wade and nineteen disabled activists held a public transit bus "hostage"
on the corner of Broadway and Colfax in Denver, Colorado. ADAPT eventually
mushroomed into the nation's first grassroots, disability rights, activist organization .
In the spring of 1990, the Secretary of Transportation, Sam Skinner, finally issued the
regulations mandating lifts on buses. These regulations implemented a law passed in
1970 - the Urban Mass Transit Act - which required lifts on new buses. The transit
industry had successfully blocked implementation of this part of the law for twenty
years, until ADAPT changed their minds and the minds of the nation.
In 1990, after passage of the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA), ADAPT shifted its
vision toward a national system of community-based personal assistance services and
the end of the apartheid-type system of segregating people with disabilities by
imprisoning them into institutions against their will. The acronym, ADAPT, became
"American Disabled for Attendant Programs Today." The fight for a national policy of
attendant services and the end of institutionalization continues to this day.
Wade Blank died on February 15, 1993, while unsuccessfully attempting to rescue his
son from drowning in the ocean. Wade and Ed Roberts live on in many hearts and in
the continuing struggle for the rights of people with disabilities.
The lives of these two leaders in the disability rights movement, Ed Roberts and Wade
Blank, provide poignant examples of the modern history, philosophy, and evolution of
independent living in the United States. To complete this rough sketch of the history of
independent living, a look must be taken at the various pieces of legislation concerning
the rights of people with disabilities, with a particular emphasis on the original "bible" of
civil rights for people with disabilities, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Civil Rights Laws
Before turning to the Rehabilitation Act, a chronological listing and brief description of
important federal civil rights laws, affecting people with disabilities is in order.
1964- Civil Rights Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, religion, ethnicity,
national origin, and creed; later, gender was added as a protected class.
1968 - Architectural Barriers Act: prohibits architectural barriers in all federally owned or
leased buildings.
1970 - Urban Mass Transit Act: requires that all new mass transit vehicles be equipped
with wheelchair lifts. As mentioned earlier, it was twenty years, primarily because of
machinations of the American Public Transit Association (APTA), before the part of the
law requiring wheelchair lifts was implemented.
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1973 - Rehabilitation Act: particularly Title V, Sections 501,503, and 504, prohibits
discrimination in federal programs and services and all other programs or services
receiving federal funding.
1975 - Developmental Disabilities Bill of Rights Act: among other things, establishes
Protection and Advocacy services (P & A).
1975 - Education of All Handicapped Children Act (PL 94-142): requires free,
appropriate public education in the least restrictive environment possible for children
with disabilities. This law is now called the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA).
1978 - Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act: provided for consumer-controlled centers
for independent living.
1983 - Amendments to the Rehabilitation Act: provides for the Client Assistance
Program (CAP), an advocacy program for consumers of rehabilitation and independent
living services.
1985 - Mental Illness Bill of Rights Act: requires protection and advocacy services (P &
A) for people with mental illness.
1988 - Civil Rights Restoration Act: counteracts bad case law by clarifying Congress'
original intention that under the Rehabilitation Act, discrimination in ANY program or
service that is part of an entity receiving federal funding - not just the part which actually
and directly receives the funding - is illegal.
1988 - Air Carrier Access Act: prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability in air
travel and provides for equal access to air transportation services.
1988 - Fair Housing Amendments Act: prohibits discrimination in housing against
people with disabilities and families with children. Also provides for architectural
accessibility of certain new housing units, renovation of existing units, and accessibility
modifications at the renter's expense.
1990 - Americans with Disabilities Act: provides comprehensive civil rights protection for
people with disabilities; closely modeled after the Civil Rights Act and the Section 504 of
Title V of the Rehabilitation Act and its regulations.
The modern history of civil rights for people with disabilities is three decades old. A key
piece of this decades-long process is the story of how the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
was finally passed and then implemented. It is the story of the first organized disability
rights protest.
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The Rehabilitation Act of 1973
In 1972, Congress passed a rehabilitation bill that independent living activists cheered.
President Richard Nixon's veto prevented this bill from becoming law. During the era of
political activity at the end of the Vietnam War, Nixon's veto was taken lying down by
disability activists who launched fierce protests across the country. In New York City, an
early leader for disability rights, Judy Heumann, staged a sit-in on Madison Avenue with
eighty other activists. Traffic was stopped. After floods of angry letters and protests, in
September 1973, Congress overrode Nixon's veto and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
finally became law. Passage of this pivotal law was the beginning of the ongoing fight
for implementation and revision of the law according to the vision of independent living
advocates and disability rights activists.
Key language of the Rehabilitation Act, found in Section 504 of Title V, states that:
No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States shall, solely by
reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving federal
financial assistance.
Advocates realized that this new law would need regulations in order to be implemented
and enforced. By 1977, Presidents Nixon and Ford had come and gone. Jimmy Carter
had become president and had appointed Joseph Califano his Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW). Califano refused to issue regulations and was given an
ultimatum and deadline of April 4, 1977. April 4 went by with no regulations and no word
from Califano.
On April 5, demonstrations by people with disabilities took place in ten cities across the
country. By the end of the day, demonstrations in nine cities were over. In one city - San
Francisco - protesters refused to disband.
Demonstrators, more than 150 people with disabilities, had taken over the federal office
building and refused to lease. They stayed until May 1. Califano had issued regulations
by April 28, but the protesters stayed until they had reviewed the regulations and
approved of them.
The lesson is a fairly simple one. As Martin Luther King said,
It is a historical fact that the privileged groups seldom give up their privileges voluntarily.
Individuals may see the moral light & voluntarily give up their unjust posture, but, as we
are reminded, groups tend to be more immoral than individuals. We know, through
painful experience that freedom is never voluntarily given by the oppressor, it must be
demanded by the oppressed.
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Leaders In The Independent Living Movement
The history of the independent living movement is not complete without mention of
some of the other leaders who continue to make substantial contributions to the
movement and to the rights and empowerment of people with disabilities.
- Max Starkloff, Charlie Carr, and Marca Bristo founded the National Council on
Independent Living (NCIL) in 1983. NCIL is one of the only national organizations that is
consumer-controlled and promotes the rights and empowerment of people with
disabilities.
- Justin Dart played a prominent role in the fight for passage of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, and is seen by many as the spiritual leader of the movement today.
- Lex Frieden is co-founder of ILRU Program. As director of the National Council on
Disability, he directed preparation of the original ADA legislation and its introduction in
Congress.
- Liz Savage and Pat Wright are considered to be the "mothers of the ADA". They led
the consumer fight for the passage of the ADA.
There are countless other people who have and continue to make substantial
contributions to the independent living movement.
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